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Young Wild Wrist Condemned to Death
OR, ARIETIA'S PRAIRIE RACE
By AN OLD SCOUT
Your supper won't be ready fer half an hour yet,
so yer might as welt take it easy. You said ye1·
In the extreme western part of what is now the was putty well tired out when yer stl'Uck here
State of Oklahoma there stood a long, low house about fifteen minutes ago, an' I don't doubt it.
that fronted on the wagon trail that was used by This here is my favorite ,b rand of liquol'., an' I
travelers, principally those who were on the way know you'll like it. It ,comes all ther way -from
to the gold and silver mines of Colorado. The old Kentucky, where I was born an' bred."
The guests seemed to be pleased at what he
house belonged to a cattle ranch at one time, but
when our story opens the barns and other out- said, and the way he said it, for they nodded and
buildings were in such a state of decay that a per- . took seats at a table that sat in the corner that
,;on well versed in such things would have dee was directly opposite the bar. There was somEldared that the ranch had gone out of business. thlng about this table that might have struck a
This was indeed the case, as far as cattle 1·aising dose observer as being somewhat peculiar, and
was concerned. Only half-a-dozen cows, a calf this was the fact that it was screwed to the floor.
or two and a few hogs could be seen, with a flock It was a rather heavy piece of furniture, anyhow,
of chickens scattered about the d-0oryard, as and just why it was fastened to the floor would
probably have seemed strange to anyone who took
though to make the place look home-like.
It was near the close of a clay in late autumn notice of it. But the three <;:owboys did not, and
that our story opens. There was a chill in the if they had it is doubtful if they wo'tlld have
air, and feeling it, the three men, who had been thought there was anything about it that was
sitting on the narrow porch that ran along the worth thinking of. They had ridden far that day,
front. of the house, arose and "(\·ent inside. The and when they reached the ranch house and found
·wide hall ran through the building to a cloo1· that it to be a wayside inn they were more than glad.
opened at the rear, while four other doors, two The three had quit the ranch they had been workon either side of it, led to 1·ooms. The three men, jug upon ove:r a hundred miles to the southeast, in
who seemed to be cowboys, by their dress, entered Texas, and were on their way to the new gold
thG first door to the left, which was nothing more flel<ls, that had just opened up in Colorado. The
or less than a bar-room, for there was the little p1·oprietor drank with them when he served the
counter at one corner, with a display of bottles choice liquor he boasted of, and they declared that
and glasses on the shelf behind it. A man with a he was certainly right, when he declared it to be
very bald head, who was attired in a blue-flannel as good as the very best.
"I reckon we'll have another drink while we're
shirt, corduroy trousers 1 which were tucked into
a pair of heavy cowhiae boots, got up from a waitin' fer supper, landlord," said one of them.
chair, and after stretching his arms and yawning, "We've got ther money ter pay fer it, yer kin bet!
'\Ve didn't strike out without no money, 'cau~e
said:
"Well, boys, yer think it's about time ter have that wouldn'v be no way ter do. We saved up six
another d1•ink, I s'pose? What'll it be this time, months, an' when we thought we had enough ter
corn-juice or rye? I've got the'.r name of keepin' light out fer ther gold diggin's with we jest up an'
ther best brands of whiskies this side of Junker started."
Flat. But you've already tasted some of it, so yer
"Well, I should think a man ought ter have a
know all about it. But I would like yer ter try a couple of hundted dollars, if he's goin' ter start
little of my rye, so I'll stand treat."
in ther right way," said the landlord, "He's got
"I reckon that sounds sorter sociable-like, boys," ter grub stake himself, an' there's tools ter buy.
one of the cowboys remarked, as he grinned at his Yes, I think a couple of hundred would do."
"Well, ~·e've got a little more t11an that a.piece,
companions. "We'll try a little of ther rye this
ain't we, boys?"
time."
As the sp2aker's companions ~10dcled the proThey nodded assent, so the proprietor of the
place quickly selected a bottle from the shelf ,and prietor's face lighted up in a peculiar way. But
neither of them noticed it. The stron,, liquor they
pulled the cork.
"Set right down at ther table," he said. "There had swallowed seemed to have loosened their
ain't no use 1;tandin' up, when yer kin set down. tongues and c:au~ed them to thro"· caution to the
CHAPTER I.-The :Man Trap.
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winds. They never once thought that they had hearing the cowboys talking away, as they rattled
anything to fear from the proprietor of the lone- their knives and forks, he gave a nod of satisfacsome wayside inn. But that was where they were tion and walked behind the little bar. Leaning his
mistaken. Rad Jones, the owner of the ranch, elbows upon it, he nodded at the table, and then
was one of the worst scoundrels living, and that said:
"It's my treat now, gents. Jest have a drop
is -saying a whole lot! Many unsuspecting travelers had been robbed in that ranch, and several with me!"
Then his foot pressed upon a lever that was
had been murdered. Those who had escaped with
their Jives supposed that they were the victims under the bar and a square piece of flooring under
of robbers, who came to the house, for in all in- the table and chairs dropped at one end with
stances Rad Jones had either been bound and wonderful quickness. It was nothing more or less
gagged, or held at the point of a pistol while the than a big trap-door that the table was screwed
work was going on. But the very week before to, and being fixed with very stout hinges, there
our story opens the proprietor of the inn, as we it swung. But the chairs had- gone on down, and
must call it, had invented something that .would as Rad Jones walked from behind the bar and
· be easier for him to rob his guests, and make looked down, he shook his head and muttered:
"What was I thinkin' about, · anyhow? Why
ihim safe, as he thought. Just what his invention
was will -b e seen presently. Having heard that didn't I take them chairs a way afore I let ther
the three cowboys had over two hundred dollars trap go? Now I've got ter go down an' git 'em
apiece, the scoundrel decided that it must be his, afore them galoots comes out. But she sartinly
even if murder had to be done in order for him to works all right, anyhow. I'll git all three of 'em,
see if I don't!"
get it.
Hurrying behind the bar, he seized a rope lad"Yes," he observed, as he took the money for
the round that had been ordered, "I think two der, and attaching it to a strong hook at the side
hundred dollars apiece ought ter fit you fellers of the room, where it had no doubt been put fol'
out all right. But it ain't everyone as makes a the very purpose, he let the ladder drop. Then he
good strike in ther gold digg·in's. There's more began descending. Twelve feet down he came to
the bottom._ Then Rad Jones lighted a match.
what don't than them what does, I reckon."
Right before him was a board platform that was
"We know that," answered the man who seemed wet and moving up and ·down slightly. He pushed
to be a sort of leader of the trio. "But we're this down and then a cistern was disclosed that
willin' ter take our. chances. If we go broke I was -full of water. The man lifted out one of the
reckon it won't be so hard fer us ter git work on chairs before the match e..-..pired. Then he got tne
some ranch. We're old hands at that kind of others, and tying them to the end of the rope ladwork, yer know. As I said afore, we've saved up der, he ascended quickly to the room above.
our money ter go tei; prospec;tin',. an' if we are
"Ther blame chairs is all wet," he muttered.
lucky, as some are, we'll be all right. I've got "I hadn't ought ter have· let 'em go down the1·e.
jest six hundred buckled around me under my But I'll make out -I've been Scrubbin' up, an' that
shirt. It belongs ter all three of us, an' I'm ther they got wet that way."
.
treasurer. Of course we've each got a few dollars
Behind the bar he went, and pressing upon a
in our pockets besides this. We have ter have our second lever with his foot the trap-door arose.
travelin' expen ses."
There was a sharp click and the table was in
"That's right," nodded the ranchma_n, elated at place again. This had scarcely been done when
having learned £0 much. "You're doin' it in ther Jones happened to cast a glance at the window
right way, I reckon."
that was almost opposite to the table. He w,1s
Leaving them at the table, he went back into just in time to see the face of a person drop from
minutes
of
couple
a
In
house.
the
of
another part
.
view.
he returned, and with a nod, said:
"Great ginger!" the scoundrel exclaimed, his
"My old ,,·oman says as how yer kin come an' face turning white. "A heathen Chinee spyin' on
git yom· supper now. She's been hurryin' it along me! He mustn't git away from here alive! Maysomewhat, I reckon. I told her that ye1· was three Le he seen ther whole thing. I'll go and git--'' ~
putty hungry -men."
Just then the door opened and in came three
The three lost no time in making their way to strangers!
the dining-room of the inn, which was the one
adjoining that where the bar was located. Rad
Jones followed them, and remained sta11ding in CHAPTER 11.-Rad Jones Caught In His Cwn
T1:ap.
the doorway until he saw them seated and being
waited upon by his wife, who was a oig, coarselooking woman with shiny black hair and eyes
Those we have 1·eferred: to as approaching the
that glittered like those of a snake. Then the ranch were Young Wild West and his friends.
landlord shut the door and stepped back into the For the benefit of those not acquainted with them
bar-room. If he had taken the trouble to go to we will say that though but a boy in years, Young
the front door of the house and look clown the Wild West had won the title of the Champion
trail that ran over the broad stretch of prairie he Deadshot of the West, and that he was commonly
would have seen a party of riders, both males and called the Prince of the Saddle by his many
females, approaching. But this he did not do, for friends and admirers. He was without doubt the
Rad Jones was thinking too much about something leader of all the heroes of the Wild West at the
else just then. That six hundred dollars was in time of which we write, and his daring deeds and
his mind, and he wantet'. to make his arrange- successfu1 fights for the right had given him a
ments to get it. After listening a moment and name that many an older person would have been
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pleased to own. Of medium height and build, athletic brave ·with a daring to the last degree,
Y ou~g Wild West stood i rithout a pee1:. He wa~ a
dashing young We sterner, pure and snnple. W1~h
his long, tight chestnut ha~r hanging well over h~s
shoulders, his sombrero tipped well ba~k on ~1s
bead and riding his splendid sorrel stallion, Spitfire Youn"' Wild West made a picture that was
clasi1ing a1Zd picturesque in the extreme. Riding
clos e to 11is side, on the left, as they neared the
ranch house that had been turned into a wayside
inn, was 11is charming, golden-haired sweetheart,
Arietta Murdock, a girl who had been born and
1·eared in Wyoming during the troublous times
with the Indians. The two riding directly behind
them were Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his
wife, Anna; while following them were Jim Dart,
a boy about the same age as our hel'o, and his
sweetheart, Eloise Gardner.
Bringing up the rear of the little procession, as
it mi"'ht be called were hvo Chinamen mounted
upon bronchos and leading a pair of pack-hol'ses
behind them. The two Chinamen were what might
be called servants. They were brothers named
Hop Wah and Wing Wah. Hop was the handy
man of the party, ·while Wing was the cook. It
might seem unnecessary that two servants should
be employed by six persons, but the fact was thl!-t
Ho{} remained in the service of our he1·0 and his
friends more for the fun and amuseme11t he made
than for the work he did. Hop was a very clever
magician and was fond of practical joking. He
l1ad been nicknamed Young Wild West's Clever
Chinaman, and it certainly belonged to him, for
his sleight of hand t,ricks were stu-ely wonderful
at times.
With this brief introduction of the leading characters of our story, we will proceed. Young Wild
West and his friends were on one of their many
trips they were in the habit of taking in search of
adventure and excitement, and what fun or fortune that might turn up, as well. Our hero and
his partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart,
were inte1·ested in several gold mines, and the income they derived was more than sufficient to pernut them to lead the life they had chosen, which
was to visit all the wildest parts of the West and
always stand ready to help those who were in
need of it and punish ruffians, outlaws and Indians
when they had the opportunity to do so. They
were riding ove1· the trail that led across the
bTOad prairie when they came in sight of he
lone ranch. While it had mattered little to them
whether they slept in tents or in a 1·anch house, it
was i;o seldom that they got the chance to stop in
a building that they usually ,vere glad to do so
when they came to one.
It happened that they rode up to it just at the
very time Rad Jones was in the deep cellar looking for the chairs that had dropped through when
he worked the fiendish man-trap he had devised
for the pm·pose of murder and robbery. Th~re
,vas smoke coming from the chimney, but seemg
no one they a11 dismounted without calling out.
The fr~nt door of the house was closed, so while
the male members of the pa1·ty were assisting the
gh'ls, as Arietta, Anna~and :EJois'l! were always
called by them, to dismount, Hop, the clever
Chinaman, quickly slid from the lmck of his ·hoTse
I
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and ran to one of the windows and peered inside.
His was the face Rad Jones had seen just as it
disappeared. Hop had got there in time to see the
man emerge from the open ti-ap in the floor, and
then pull the chairs up after him.
He watched him and saw liim step behind the bar
and cause the trap to rise up in place. The Chinam1:1n possessed more than ordinary intelligence,
and as he had seen similar contriv.ances before he
readily guessed what it was. If he had stepped
away from the window afte1· he had seen what
there was really to be seen the proprietor of the
wayside inn would never have been aware that he
had been observed. But Hop waited just a little
too long, and when he saw the man look t"ward
the window he dropped to the ground quickly and
crept away. But he knew he had been too late,
and quickly running to the spot where Young
Wild West and his friends were standing waiting
for him, he exclaimed:
"Velly bad Melican man in lere, Misler Wild.
He gottee allee samee tlap door with um table on
it. Me lookee in um window and me see um bigee·
hole lere. Len um man come up um lope ladder,
and len allee samee pullee up thlee chairs, so be.
Len he walkee behind um lillee bar and make um
tlap door commee up with um table on it. He
gottee tlap in Jere to kill um tlavelers and alle~
·
samee lob, so be."
"Is that so, Hop?" Wild, as our hero was always called, for ,s hort, answered, giving a start.
"Well, I thought there was something wrong by
the way you was looking in that window. That's
the reason I didn't go on in. So there's a mantrap here, is there? Well, I reckon that's pretty
good. It's a good thing you happened to sneak
up to that window. What made you go there,
anyway?"
"Me allee samee tlinkee maybe bar lere, so be,"
was the reply. "Me wantee Jookee in. If me no
see um bar lere, len me go lookee in um other
loom, so be. Me· gottee lillee pain, Misler Wild;
me wantee lillee dlink of tanglefoot."
"Well, I reckon _you had better look out about
drinking any tanglefoot in this joint then," Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, ·s poke up. "But let's go
in, Wild. There ain't no use waitin'. Jest lead
ther way, an' we'll all walk right in."
Young Wild West gave a nod, and then he
opened the door almost noiselessly, and the three
filed into the room,· leaving the girls and the two
Chinamen on the porch_ Their appearance was
not entirely unexpected, since Rad Jones had seen
the face of the Chinaman at the window, so he
quickly put on a pleasant air, and bowing, said:
"How do yer do, gentlemen 7 I'm right glad
to see yer. Come right in. I'm Rad Jones, ther
keeper of what I call ther wayside inn. I was
runnin' this here ranch up to a short time a.go
but I got rid of my cattle and turned ther hous~
into a wayside inn. I reckon I'll make jest as
much money in that way, an' I won't have to
worry about any cattle, either. What kin I do
for you, gents?"
As he spoke he brought forth a pail of water
and threw some of it on the floor, and then he
took a broom and began scrubbing around.
"Wipin' up, eh?" said Cheyenne Charlie a peculiar grin on his tanned and weather:beaten
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countenance. "Ain't yer afraid that some of that
water might run down inter your cellar?"
"They ain't no cellar under ther house," was
the quick reply, though the expresson of the
man's face told plainl:,.: that he lied.
Then he quickly got a bundle of rags and proceeded to wipe off the chairs that had been submerged into the cistern under the trap. Our
three friends stood waiting until he got through,
and then Wild walked to the bar and said:
"Have you got any good cigars?"
"Yes young feller. Plenty of 'em. That's what
I'm he;e for. I've got cigars, all kinds of liquor
an' pop, as well."
"Well, let's have a cigar."
Jones quickly. put out a box, and each took a
cigar.
"Have one yourself," our hero said with a nod.
"Don't care if I do, young feller."
"Now how much do I owe you?"
"Jest a dollar, young feller. Ther cigars is
twenty-five cents apiece. They're mighty cheap
ones, at that. It costs me a big price for 'em,
since I've got to get them from so far away.
These cigars all comes from Cuba."
"I suppose so," and so saying Wild slipped his
cigar in his pocket.
Charlie and Jim did the same.
"Goin' ter keep 'em till after supper, I s'pose,"
observed Rad Jones, who had now quite regained
his composul'e and was thinking of another possible haul in the very near future.
"Yes; we'll keep them till after supper, I
reckon," our hero retorted.
Just then Hop Wah, who could not stand it any
long·er, came into the r'oom. The moment he saw
him ,Jones turned pale.
"Velly nicee day, so be," said Hop blandly. "Me
likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot, so be."
"All right," was the reply, and Jones hastened
to put bottle and glass before him.
"You takee lillee dlink, too, so be," said Hop,
smiling pleasantly.
"All right. I'm always ready to drink with a
customer, whether he's a white man, Injun or Chinee."
·
He got another glass, so Hop decided that the
whisky must be a-11 right, and poured out what he
wanted. The villainous proprietor then poured
out some in his glass. But Hop waited until he
saw him drink his first, and then he knew that
there . was nothing wrong about the stuff. The
Chinaman breathed a sigh of relief when he had
swallowed the drink, and then our hero said:
"Well, I suppose you feel better now, Hop." •
"Lat light, Misler Wild," was the reply.
"Well, why don't you go over and sit down to
the table a little while then? Maybe the boss
here would like to learn something about cards.
You're a magician, and you can no doubt show
him something he never saw before."
"Me no wantee sittee down by la1t table, so be,"
lie declared, shaking his head. "Lat velly funny
table."
But a glance from Wild kept Hop from saying
anything further, and tqe next moment the three
cowboys came out of the dining-room, after having eaten a hearty meal.
.... "Hello, boys!" said Young Wild West, nodding

a

pleasantly to them. "I suppose you feel better
after eating your supper."
"Why, if it ain't Young .Wild West!" exclaimed
the man who had the six hundred dollars, as he
gave a start, while his eyes lighted up with pleasure.
"That's just who it is," the · dashing young
dead,shot replied. "But I can't say that I remember you. Your face seems rather familiar,
though."
"Well, I don't s'pose you do remember me,"
was the reply; "but I've seen you down at Buckhorn Ranch. I go down there once in a while.
I know your manager pretty well, Hoss Thompson, I mean."
. "Oh," and the boy prom?tly shook hands with
hnn.
"My name is Dick Hawley."
Then the others were int roduced, our friends
shaking hands with them. It was easy for Young
Wild West and his partners to size u_p the three
and come to the conclusion that they were honest,
well-meaning fellows. That the man behi,nd the
bar meant to rob them, and perhaps murdeT them
all, was quite evident. But Wild did not propose
that anything like that should -h appen.
"I reckon you fellows had better come along
·with us," he said. "Maybe you have engaged accommodations for the night, but that won't make
any difference. It rather strikes me that this is
not just the right place to stop at."
Rad Jones felt that he must do something, so
he might try and convince them that everything
was all right in his place. Knowing that the
Chinaman had undoubtedly seen the trap, he decided to go over and sit upon the table, just to
make it appear thatJ everything was all right
there. Hop was standing directly at the end of
the bar, and the man had no sooner taken his
place upon the table than he ' stepped quickly
l;ro1;1nd i~ and placed his feet hard upon a proJectmg piece of wood. There was a sharp creak,
and then down went the trap as quick as a flash.
Rad Jones uttered a cry and managed to grasp
hold of the table, and as our friends rushed to the
edge of the opening they saw him hanging there,
his eyes bulging from the sockets. The three
cowboys were astound-ed at what had happened.
But when they saw the Chinaman come from
around the bar, a broad grin on his face, they began to understand that the man had been caught
h. his ovm trap.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, as he leaned
over and took a look at Jones. "Whatee you fallee
down lere for?"
"Help me out of here-quick!" came the reply.
"I can't hold on much longer."
"Get him out, Hop," said our hero coolly. "I
reckon he's had a pretty good lesson by this time."
Wild helped him, and the next minute Rad
Jones was climbing out of his own death-trap. He
dropped into one of the chairs, the perspiration
standing out on his forehead in g1·eat beads.
"I reckon yer come mighty nigh takin' some of
your own medicine, you murderin' galoot!" Cheyenne Charlie observed, as he drew a revolver
from the holster and set the muzzle point at the
villain. "You're one of ther very worst galoots
I ever run across, an' that's sayin' a whole lot,
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'cause I've met a good many. I don't know what's
down there, but if I'd had my way about it you'd
have hung there . till yer dropped."
"Mercy!" gasped Jones. "Dor.'t kill me! I'll
make a clean breast of it. I've been a mighty
bad man, I have; but I'll never do anything wrong
ag'in. Don't kill me-promise me yer won't."

CHAPTER UL-The Man Trap Is Doomed.
Young Wild West, his face im~ovable an';l w~th
the -s ame vestige of a smile playmg about his lips
that had been there when Jones was hauled from
the pit, stood before him, his a1·ms folded across
his .breast.
. "So you're willing to make a clean breast of
it are you?" he said, after a rather lengthy
p;use. "Go ahead, you sneaking coyote. Out
with it."
''I fixed up this trap ter ketch them what had
money," said Jones, trembling and half rising
from his chair. "But I never ketched any one
yet. I onl y got this fixed up last week. I'm awful glad that I didn't kill no one. I _dug _a cistern
in ther bottom of ther cellar, which 1s about
twelve feef deep. I put a cover ove1· it that was
on a string, so that when any one dropped down
through ther trapdoor they would fall under it
an' go on down under ther water, an' not be able
to git out, 'cau se ther cover won't open upward.
V/hile them thTee cowboys was eatin' their supper,
an' there was no one around, as I thought, I took
a notion to try to see how ther trap would work.
Your Chinee looked in ther window an' seen what
I was doin'. That's how it was. But yer kin
search ther cellar over, an' yer won't find that
I've ever done anything- wrong. This here trap
is brand-new. It ain't never been used. There's
a way to git in ther cellar from ther back of thei'
house. Go ahead and look if-yer want ter."
''Oh, w~'ll take a look before we leave, I reckon," Wild.., i:etorted, in his cool and easy way.
"Hop, since you caused that trap to g© down,
maybe you can find a way to get it back in place
aiain. You stay right where you are, Mr.
Jones."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," answered Hop, who
was standing · at the end of the little bar. "Me
findee outee allee light. Me see um bad Melican
man a11ee samee putee um foot on um big stick
and makee go clo\''n. Len upee come um table on
um floor. Me no see how he makee go down; lat
why me tly lillee while ago, so be. Me fixee allee
light."
With drooping jaws and distended eyes Rad
Jot1es watched the Chinaman as he plac~d his
foot upon the proper lever that would cause the
floor to come back in its place. A quick down• ward shove and up it came, snapping back with a
sharp click.
"Lat allee light!" exclaimed Hop, putting on an
air of importance and strutting out from behind
the bar. "Me fixee."
"Boys," said Wild, nodding t_o Cheyenne Chal'lie
and Jim Dart, " y ou just take ch.n-ge of this galoot whi1e I ha,·e a looli around the place. You
fe;\ows come with me."
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The last was said to the three cowboys.
"All right, Young Wild West," answered Dick
Hawley. "Do you know I feel a lot better than I
did when I first seen that floor go down. That
galoot intended that we should go down there,
an' I'll bet on it. We was fools enough ter tell
him that we had over a couple of hundred dollars
apiece, an' come to think of it, I remember that
he looked sorter funny like when I told him that
I had ther money in my charge. You kin bet anything that he meant that we should go down there
an' drown in ther cistern. Then he would have
come down an' fished us out an' got ther money.
If I ain't glad that ther heathen took a peep in
ther window I'll never say another word as long
as I live."
"You can bet your life that the galoot intended
to trap you into the cellar," Wild answered. "But
come on; we'll take a look around the house. You
fellows have been here longer than we have, so
maybe you can tell us how many people there are
\
here."
Witd now went outside and quickly explained
· what had happened to the girls. To say that they
were surprised to hear about a man-trap would
hardly be .e xpressing it. When they 1·ode up to
the ranch they thought they would find a welcome
there from good, honest people.
"What are you going to do, Wild?" Arietta
asked anxiously.
"Well, Et," was the reply, "the first thing we
are going to do is to find out how many there· are
living here. After we have done that we are going
to invite them to vacate the premises. Then I
reckon there will be a little fire started. No such
place as this can st.and, not as long as I have anything to say about it. Why, that man-trap is one
of the worst I have ever seen or heard of, and
that is saying a whole lot. The trap-door takes
up nearly one-fourth of the room in there. But
you shall see it pretty soon, so just take it easy
out here."
Then the boy shot a glance around, and seeing
a clump of trees a quarter of a mile distant from
the house, and noticing that a brook flowed along
close to their edge, he turned to the cook, who
was standing by the pack-horses, and said:
"Wing, I 1·eckon you had better take the packhorses down there and put up the tents. There is
where we are going to stop over night. You see
where I mean-right down there by that clump
of trees."
"Me see, Misler Wild," Wing answered.
"Well, go on, then. I reckon there isn't anything for you around here. Tlie girls can stay
and see whl}t happens, if they have the notion."
They had ~he notion, it seemed, for none of
them undertook to leave the spnt. The cowboys
were waiting for him, so our hero quickly went
into the house again, and then they passed
tp.rough the hall into the dining-rnom, There was
no one there, so they passed into the next room,
which was the kitchen. Here they found the proprietor's wife and a half-breed woman. The woman fixed her sharp eyes upon them as they entered. It was evident that she had not expected
that any one would have the audacity to come
into her ki tchen un2.nn cunced.
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"Are you the wife of Rad Jones?" Wild asked
quickly.
"I reckon I am," she replied. "What do you
want in here, anyhow?"
, "Well, we just came in for a little information.
We want to know if there are any more men
around the premises?"
"Well the1· only man that's around here now
is my h~1sband. But what did you come in here
an' ask me fur? Why didn't you ask him?"
"See here," and Wild took a step toward her,
his finger upraised in a way to impress upon her
what he was saying, "I want you and this servant
you have here to gather together your belongings
an_d leave this house. We are going to burn it
down."
"What!" .
A savage cry came from the lips of the woman,
and seizing a carving knife from the table, she
sprang toward the boy. But he cleverly dodged,
and then struck the knife from her hand.
"There 1s no use getting angry about it, woman," he said coolly. "Unless you want to be faken
to the nearest jail you'll get busy and pack up. I
mean what I say."
Thinking he had said quite enough to them,
Wild led the way througb all the other. rooms of
the house. There was no one else there. Then
he went outside and looked into the barn and outbuildings. The result was the same. It seemed
that Rad Jones was the only man on the place.
Back to the house our he1·0 came, followed by the
three cowboys. Rad Jones was sitting just where
they had left him. His face was still very pale,
though there was a hopeful gleam in his eyes as
they entered. Hop Wah had taken his place behind the bar, and nodding to our hero and the
c'owboys, he said pleasantly:
"Whattee you havee? Me allee samee tleat.
Me buy lis place outee, so be."
"I xeckon I don't w'ant nothi'h' that's there, unless I know for sartin there ain't p'ison in it, or
somethin' like that," Dick Hawley answered, with
a shrug <>f his shoulders.
"Me velly soonee findee outee whatee tanglefoot goodee, so be," Hop retorted.
Then -he quickly put the bottles that were on
the shelf on the bar. He found enough glasses
for each one of them, and: removing the corks he
poured a little from each bottle into the glasses.
Cheyenne Charlie grinned as he saw this, for he
knew ' pretty well what the clever Chinaman was
up to. Hop now tui·ned to the prisoner.
"Which um best tanglefoot?" he asked, smiling blandly at him.
"Ther rye, which is in ther bottle furthest that
way," was the quick -reply "That's ther kind of
stuff I always drink myself."
"Allee light. You takee lillee dlink now"
Hop quickly handed him the liquor, the villain
had named, and without -any hesitation Jones '
swallowed it.
"Lat bottle allee light," said the Chinaman, as
he put the cork back in the bottle and then quietly "slipped it under his coat. "Now, yen, whatee
other bottle is goodee ?"
"They're all a s good as anything sold in these
here parts," retorted the vi!L~inous landlord.

"Allee light. If ley goodee, Jen you allee samee
dlinkee, so be."
Then, one after the other, Hop passed the
glasses to him, Cheyenne Charlie and the cdwboys
grinning as he did so. Probably there was a good
half pint in all the glasses, but Rad Jones was
quite used to taking his own medicine, ·as far as
whisky was concerned, so he swallowed· the contents of the glasses readily until it came to the
very last one.
"I don't want no more," he said, shaking his
head. "I've got too much now, I reckon. You
drink that, heathen."
In spite of the fear he had shown all along,
there came a peculiar expression on his face as he
said the last.
"Don't you touch that, Hop," spoke up Wild
sharply. "The stuff in that bottle is drugged."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Me no touchee,
but he allee samee got tee (llinkee."
"I won't!'' persisted the landlord stoutly. "I
won't, not if yer shoot me for it."
"All right," quickly spoke up our hero, at the
same time d1·awing a revolver. "You drink that,
or I'll shoot you."
The villain quailed at sight of the weapon, but
he shook his head. But Wild had no intention of
shooting the man, as the reader knows. He simply wanted -to satisfy himself that the liquor was
really poison.
'
"Well," said he, in his cool and ea3)' way, "if
you don't want to drink it all right. But I reckon
we had better fix it so no one else can get a
chance to. Hop, just give Jones that bottle."
"Allee light, Mislel' Wild," and the Chinaman
quickly passed the bottle to Jones, who took it in
a mechanical sort of way.
"Jiold it out by the neck," said the dashing
young deadshot.
Jones quickly held the bottle out at arm's
length Crack! Young Wild West fired as quick
as a flash, and the bottle was broken, splashing
the contents over the table and floor.
"That settles your p'ison," observed Cheyenne
Charlie with a chuckle. "That stuff is what yer
call real p 'ison."
. Rad Jones was terror-stricken now. It Wl¾S evident that he thought he was sui·ely going to be
hanged or taken to the nearest town and lodged
in the calaboose.
"If you'll only Jet me go, I'll promise you that
I'll never do a thing that's w1·ong again all my
life," he pleaded.
"All right," answered our hero, "I reckon we'll
let you. go. I have told your wife to pack up what
she wants to take away with her and I have given
her half an hour to do it in. You go ahead and
help her. If you're not out of the building inside of twenty-five minutes you'll stand a chance
of being roasted alive. Now then, get a move on
you. I ought not to give you this chance, but I
don't believe in lynch law. I'll. let some one else
play that game on you."
Before the boy had ceased speaking the villain
was upon his feet. Without a word he darted to
the kitchen of the house, ~nd then our hero quickly dropped his revolver b'kck into the holster and
went outside and joined the gil'ls. Mean.while
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Hop had gathered in four of the bottles for his
own use, leaving three on the bar.
"I reckon it will be a good idea for some of you
to keep a watch on Jones and his wife," said Wild,
as his partners and the cowboys came out of the
front way. "Neither of them can be trusted very
far, I think."
"That's right," Dick Hawley answered, and he
promptly went around to the rear followed by
his two companions.
But it happened that neither Jones nor bis wife
showed anything in the w~y of treachery .. They
evidently realized that their only hope lay m getting away from the house as soon as possible,
and a few minutes later they were seen heading
for the barn, carrying as much bf their belongings as they could, the half-breed woman fetching up the rear. Wild expected them to go back
and carry some more stuff away, but instead of
doing that he soon found they were hitching up
the team to a wagon, and when he saw them
drive off straight for the prairie he turned and
gave a nod to the cowboys. Before the villainous
keeper of the Viayside Inn was half a mile from
the spot smoke was rising from the roof of the
house. The. cowboys had set it on fhe.

CHAPTER IV.-Young Wild West Condemned to
Death.
Rad Jones knew just where to go when he left
his house to the mercy of the cowboys and our
friends. He had a-half-brothe1 · who was located
on a good-sized ranch about twenty miles from
the spot, and it was here he struck out for . when
hf! drove off with his wife and the half-breed
an.
"How much money have you got '?' 4 his wife
asked after considerable silence.
"That's none of your business. What's mine
"is mine, an' what's yours is yours."
"Oh," and Rad fo1·ced a smile. "Well, I don't
mind sayin' that I've got two or three thousand
dollars."
"That's mo1·e than I've got."
They were riding along at a pretty good clip,
and as the woman spoke she turned and looked
back toward the house they had been forced to
leave. It was just the-n that the smoke began
poUl'ing upward, and with semething like a snarl,
.
she exclaimed:
"There! Look, Rad! There's our house burnin' up. If there's anything about yer that's a man
you'll sartinly kill every galoot what's got a hand
in that"
"You leave that to me, Jane," was the i-eply, as
Jones nodded and looked at the smoke that was
rising toward the sky. "You jest wait till we git
over ter Max's. You know what kind of a man
he is. He's a put.ty prosperous ra'nchman, but he's
never been knowed to let a chance slip by ter git
hold of money, even if he had ter kill somebody to
do it. That's ther sort of a galoot my halfbrother, Max Rachet, is."
While this conversation was going on the halfbreed \\roman sat in the bottom of the wagon bel1ind them, paying not th~ le~st attention to any-
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thing, it seemed. But that was her way. She was
a sort of half-witted person, anyhow, though she
knew how to work. On went the·wagon, the team
of horses trotting along and gradually lengthening the distance between them and the burning
:ranch. When they were perhaps a mile and a
half away from the house they turned and saw
it was in a blaze now
'She's goin' fast, Rad," the woman declared,
shaking her head, for it was evident that she felt
saddened to leave the home she had occupied for
so long a time.
"Let her go," was the retort. "There ain't no
use in cryin' over spilled milk, as I said afore.
Let ther house go. I reckon we kin build a new
one, if we want ter. Don't think of that now,
Jane, jest think of ther revenge we've got to git
on them what's done it."
"All right," was the reply. "See to it that yotl'
stick ter t.hat. Most likely Max Rachet will be
glad ter help yer, 'cause all you have got to do is
to tell him that they've got a pile of money with
them, an' that there's a chance of gittin' hold of
it an' puttin' them out of her way without it bein'
found out. That's all Max wants. He'll do anything if he thinks there ain't no chance of anybody ever knowin' it. But there ain't no diffei-ence between him an' you in that )ine. You've
always been that way, too, though you never got
along as fast as your half-brother. He's got more
of a deceitful way about him than you have, an'
that's why he has made a success of it. He's
s'posed to be an honest ranchman, an' he worlts
ther honest game so well that nobody ever thinlts
it possible that he could be anything but what he
makes out. That's where you have made a mistake, Rad. You never could make it appear that
you was straight."
Just as they were nearing a patch of timber
that lay on the face of the rolling prairie she
turned and took one more look at the burning
house. The smoke was pouring upward and as
t!,e red glow in the west had died .out, ~nd twilight was at hand, the sky was illumined by the
flames. She said nothin,g even then, but her husband noticed that the tears were in her eyes. ·
"Git ap!" he called out to the hornes. "I reckon
ther quicker we git over to Max:S ther better it
will be. Don't take it so hard, Jane. Jest re~ber t~at we've got to git square on them what's
done 1t, I'm ther jedge an' jury an' I've condemned Young Wild West to death. That don't
only mean him, but ther whole lot of 'em."
"All right, Rad," was the reply, and then for
the next half hour neither of them spoke a word.
Darkness came, but still the horses trotted on.
It was a good team that Jones had, and just
about th~ee hours after they left the Wayside Inn
they arrived at the ranch of Max Rachet. This
lay to the southwest of the place where Jones had
lived_, and was quite near the border line of
Texas, and less than fifty miles from that of New
Mexico. Rachet was at home, and when the
wagon halted in front of the house he quickly
came out to see who it was.
"Hello, Max!" called out Jones as he jumped
out of the wagon.
"Why, hello, Rad!" the rar.chman replied, showing no little sm-prise. "What's ther matter 7"
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Rad's eye brightened as he arose and gripped
"A whole lot's ther matter. We was turned out
of our hous~ jest afore dark, an' . a~ _we ca1?1~ the hand of his balf-brother.
"I've o-ot a few men wo1·kin' on ther ranch what
away we had ther pleasure of seem it burnm
I kin depend upon to do anything I want them to
away like anything."
do" Max went on to say; "an' ther first thing in
"Is that so? Who done that, Rad?"
mornin' I'll take one or two of 'em an' go an'
th~r
reis
West
Wild
Young
call
they
"Well, a boy
We'll
sponsible for it all. Maybe you have heard of look for Young Wild West an' his pa1·ds.that
we
start out at daybreak, an' we'll make out
him, Max."
come over that way 'cause we seen tber blaze.
"Heard of him! I reckon I have," and the We didn't see it, of course, but they needn't know
ranchman gave a start. "What's that young ga- that. I jest want to git a line on this young galoot doin' around these parts, I wonder? Why, loot, that's all. Then I'll know jest how .to go at
I've seen so much in ther papers about him an' it. Young Wild West is condemned to death, all
his pards, how they go around celanin' ~u~ o:ut- right."
laws an' sich like, that I sorter got to hatm hui:i,
"He sartinly is," Rad replied. "But if we kin
though I never seen him. How do yer know 1t onlv
make him die a horrible death I'll be better
was him?"
satisfied. Shootin' him is altogether too easy,
~Oh, there's 110 mistake about that. There Max."
happened to be three ,cowboys at my pl~ce when
"Oh! -I reckon we kin find a way that'll suit
he come ther an' one of them lmowed h1m. But yer," and the ranchman shrugged his shoulders
that you
there ain't nd mistake about it. He's
and nodded. "Since he burned your house, we
have read about him, I reckon."
ought ter burn him. Ter be burned alive ain't an
"Wait
Rac~et.
said
"Well, don't say no more,"
death, I imaghie."
eaSJ'
lf
till we git alone, an' then we'll talk 1t o~er.
right~" cried Rad, jumping to his feet.
"That's
1
you've been burned o-µt, as you _sal , you ;e wel: "Young· Wild West must be burned alive."
c.o me here, of course. Come right on 11: ther,
The scoundrel gave vent to a fiendish laugh, and
house. I s'pose Jane feels sorter bad over 1t, an his half-brother nodded and chuckled. But whether
she wants a lit_tle comfortin'. Ther old woman they were to carry out their foul scheme or not
will soon git her in a g-ood humor when they set remains to be seen .. Young Wild West was not in
down an' have a good cup of strong tea. I know the habit of being burned alive, though he had
Jane likes strong tea."
narrowly missed it at the hands of hostile ;red•
By this time Rachet's wife was on the porcf1 , skins on more than one occasion.
and the next minute tbe two women w_ere embracing. The articles they had brought with them
were soon taken from the wagon and co])veyed
inside the house. Then the team was put up, ~nd
the ranchman's wife quickly prepared somethmg CHAPTER V.-The Work of Destruction Com~
pleted.
to· eat for Jones and his wife and the half-breed
woman. The ranch house of Max Rachet wa~ a
Young Wild West and his partners sto_od , 1 h
well-kept one, and after the supper was over with
the ranchman invited his half-brother to what he the girls while the work of setting the building
called his private room. He produced a box of on fire was going on. They knew it was not neccigars and a bottle of whisky, and then settling essary for them to take part in the proceedings,
since the three cowboys were so bitter against the
himself in a comfortable chair, he said:
who had planned to rob and murder
:;:coundrel
ther
1:1e
tell
_an'
ahead
·
go
Rad,
"Now then,
they would go right ahead, and conthat
them
yer
anythmg
am't
there
whole thing. I · reckon
pleasure, too. While Wild knew
great
a
it
sider
have
you
what
know
I
need to keep from me.
unlawful to burn the house,
called
be
might
it
that
well
been up to, of course, an' you know putty
such a thing was necessary. The old
wtiat kind of a fool I am. Go ahead, an' tell me he felt that
building was not worth much, anyhow, and if the:
ther whole story."
she1·iff of the county had been there he would
so.
do
to
proceeded
then
and
nod,
a
gave
Jones
surely have caused it to be destroyed, after findHe went over the whole thing in detail; how just ing such an inhuman trap there.
his
to
it
work
to
as he thought he had a chance
The house kept on burning, and when it began
advantage, some one had to come along and spoil to get dark our hero suggested that they go to
.
it all.
the camp that Wing had been making ready for
The face of l\'Iax Rachet wore a serious look them. The cowboys acted as though they did not
during the recital, and when it was done with he want to leave the spot u~til the house was regave a nod and said:
duced to ashes, but they gave in when Wild told
"Well Rad I reckon ther quicker Young Wild them that there was no chance of anything esWest a;' his pa1·ds an' that heathen Chinee is out c_a ping the flames, and they followed the rest to
of ther way. the better it'll be for all of us. That the <:amp. Wing had worked like -a beaver durboy has a way of findin' out things that he hadn't ing the time he was there. The two tents were
oughter know. S'pose he should lea_rn of some up and he had a fire going. It was not long beof ther c1·ooked work I've been <loin' fer ther last fore supper was 1·eady, and then all hands sat
· two or three years. But I reckon he won't, Rad. down and ate heartily. The building blazed away,
I'll help yer in this game. You have already con- lighting up the sky with a red glow. It had been
demned Young Wild West ter death, an' I'll see to quite a large structure, but so well had the cowit that ther sentence is carried out. You kin boys done their work that it ·burned evenly, and
count on me, Rad. Put her there."
- after a while the glow in-the sky began to die
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away. ·when there was nothing but a heap of
ashes with smoke rising here and there and an
occasional burst of flame at some point where a
free draught was caused by falling pieces of
charred wood, Dick Hawley took off his hat and
proposed a cheer. It was given with a will, the
·
t wo Chinamen joining in.
"Boys," said the leader of the trio, "if it hadn't
been that Young Wild West an' his friends come
along jest as they did we might be layin' at ther
bottom of that cistern now. I ain·t never goin'
t er forgit it, either."
"Me, neither," declared one of them, while the
other quickh· exclaimed:
"Not much! I've learned a lesson by this. Ther
next time I stop at any place I ain't goin' ter let
it be known how much money I've got. Them few
drinks we had jest made us tell all our business,
an' then that murderin' galoot got 1·eady ter make
way with us. He would have done it, too, fer we
would sartinly have set down at that table."
Then followed a little conversation on the subjest of gold mining. It was a topic that Wild and
his partners we1·e interested it. Wild and his
partners had clone considerable gold digging.
"Me likee digee gold pletty well, so be," Hop
calmly observed, as there came a lull in the conversation; "but me ftndee 9utee lat me makee
plen'i,y money without digee gold."
"He's a card sharp what kin beat anything in
that line yer ever seen. No matter how much ar
galoot cheats, he always goes him one better, and
t h_e longer th~,Y p~ay the less ther one he's playin'
with has got, said the scout.
_"Well, I've seen Jots of cheats in poker games,"
D1ck Hawley answered. "But I'v~ always been
able to find ou_t putty ·wen what _km_d of a game
they was playm' afore I'd been m it very long.
I'm somewhat of a poker player myself, you
k now. "
"Allee light!" exclaimed Hop. "Me showee you
;:;ometling 'boutee um gamee. Me no wantee play
with you fo1· money, so be, but me showee you.
lfe velly muchee cheatee light before you eyes,
and if you ketchee me me allee samee givee you
.;-m thousand dollee."
"That's putty good, I reckon," and the cowboy
laughed. "Go ahead, Hop. Show me something
about ther game. Maybe I kin put it to use some
1
,ther time."
''I hardly think vou could" said Wild, shaking
his head. "You're not a ~!eight of hand performer, while Hop is. 1'hat gives him the chance
to do about anything he wants to with a deck of
cards."
Hop quickly drew a pack of cards from his
pocket, and then fetching a lantern and placing it
upon a rnck, so its light could be shed around, he
invited the three cowboys to sit down. This the y
did eagerly, for they wanted to see what he would
do. The Chinaman gave them the cards and told
them to look them over and count them, so there
might be no mistake about it-. This they did and
declared that everything was all right. Then
Hop took the cards and proceeded to shuffle
them. While the three men were 1d6king right at
him he changed the deck for one he had unc!er
hi:< coat.
"NoY, leu;· saiJ he, placing the deck he had
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taken from under his c-0at upon the rock, "me
givee you um thousand ·dollee if you ketchee me
cheatee. You allee samee cuttee um cards, and
Jen me deal :vou eachee um hand. Me takee um
hand , too. Len me tellee you whattee you gottee."
"If you kin do that, you're sartinly a good one,"
and Dick Hawley smiled, as though he did not believe the Chinaman could do it.
He cut the cards, however, and then Hop proceeded to deal, making sure to take them from the
top of the pack in a slow and easy way. When
each of them had five cards, himself included, he
looked at Hawley, who sat on his left, and said:
"You allee samee gottee four tens."
"That's right," was the reply, while a look of
astonishment showed on the cowboy's face.
"You allee samee gottee four queens," Hop ;;aid
to the next man.
"By ginger, you're right!" was the reply.
"You allee samee gottee four kings."
This was said to the next one, who promptly
acknowledged that he had.
"Me allee samee gottee four lillee aces," said
Hop, and he showed the cards to verify what he .
said.
"Well, by ginger!" gasped Dick Hawley. 'How
could yer do that when we was lookin' at yer all
·
·
ther time?"
"Lat velly muchee easy," declared Hoµ._ shaking his head and looking very ,vise. "Now, !en,
me showee you sometling more, so be."
· He gathered up the cards and while he was
shuffling them, he contrived 'to change them for
another pack he had in one of the mysterious
pockets on the inside of his coat. He handed
them to Hawley and told him to shuffle them
thoroughly. When the cowboy had done so he insist-ed that the next man should do the sa.-ie.
Then the third was told to do it which he did.
'
up" the lat"I reckon they're putty well mixed
ter observed, as he handed the pack to Hop.
"Lat whattee me wantee," the Chinaman answered. "Now Jen, you cuttee um cards, and if
me no tellee you whattee card you cuttee me
givee you um thousand doliee."
"All right," and the man___promptly made the
cut.
He showed it to his friends, but took care that
Hop had no chance of getting a look at it.
"What have I got?" he said.
"You allee samee cuttee um queen of club;:, so
be."
All thre~ of the cowboys were amazed, for that
was certamly the card that had been cut. Not
wishing that they should find out how he lrncl
d~ne it, Hop quickl y _g athered in ~he civ:d~ and
sUppecl them under his coat. ~ut it _was s imply
o~e of the man y packs he earned wluch were a_ll
alike. No matter what card the cowbo r cut it
would have been the _que~n of cjubs, for they
"
w~;e all ,?f t~1at denommat10_n. .
Well, said Hawley, shaking his head, I reekon I'll never think that _I'm s11;art enough ter
k~tch a card sl~arp cheatm' aga1;11. Anr one ~s
km do as you ve done, Hop, km sartmly win
money."
"!fhat's what I told yer," spoke up the scout.
"He kin beat ther galoot what made ther cards ..,
Hoo amused them for fullv an hom· aftp1· that.
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"What's that yer say, Young Wild West?" the
ranchman cried, putting his hand on the butt of
a revolver as he asked the question.
"I said your brother was a murderous scoundrel. I can prove what I say, too. He even ii<lmitted it when he was begging for his life. We
spared his life and let him go, but we couldn't
spare this building. There was a death-trap in
it and that made it necessary to destroy it. Now
then, what are you going to do about it?"
The ranchman hesitated, but the expression on
his face showed that he was very angry. He still
allowed his fingers to clutch the butt of his gun,
but did not offer to pull it from the holster. The
two cowboys with him were rascally looking fellows, and when they, too, made a move as though
to pull their guns Cheyenne Charlie quickly
whipped out his revolver and called out:
"I reckon you galoots had better keep your
hands away from them things. · If ye don't I'm
goin' ter shoot, that's all."
Instead of taking their hands away from their
guns both of them quickly di-ew them. Crack,
crack! Two sharp reports rang out quickly.
Charlie fired one shot and hit one of them Jn the
right arm below the elbow, and Wild fired the
other, drawing his gun so quickly that it seemed
impossible for him to make a shot in that time.
Our hero's bullet simply grazed the hand of the
villain, and the revolver went flying from his
grasp.
"Take it easy, Cha1·lie," said the boy coolly. "I
reckon I could have attended to them without any
of your help. But it's all right. You just keep
quiet now, and I'll attend to Mr. Max Rachet, the
half-brot~er of Rad Jones, the murderous scoundrel."
The villain who had been hit in the arm after
CHAPTER VL-Max Rachet Meets With a Sur- Cheyenne Charlie fired was moaning with great
prise.
pain, and it was not long· before he slipped from
the back of his ho1:se and dropped to the ground.
The tlu·ee horsemen rode right up to the ruins, The other man was as white as a sheet, for he, no
apparently paying no attention to our friends. doubt, realized that if the boy had taken the noThere was a scowl on the face of Max Rachet as tion he would have put an end to him when he
he surveyed the work of the cowbq__ys, and not u~- shot.
til he had ridden completely around the spot did .
"I reckon you had better get off your horse,
he come to a halt.
"Good-morning, strangers!" said our hero, in too," said Wild, nodding to him. "I don't like
his cool and easy way. "I reckon you don't like the looks of you very much. I'm going to teach
the appearance of things around here, by the way you and your boss a lesson before you leave
here."
you act."
"What do yer mean by this?" Rach et called
"I don't know as I do like 'em much," was the
retort. "Ther house that stood here was my out angrily, as he partly regained his composure.
"You act as though there ain't no law in ther
brother's.'" .
"Oh, is that so?" and the young deadshot whole land, Young Wild West."
"Well, I reckon there isn't much in these parts,"
showed more interest now. "Then your name
was the cool retort. "That's why I'm going this
must be Jones."
"No, it ain't Jones," was the quiek retort. "My way. Just get down from your horse."
"I won't!" and the man turned to ride awav as
name is Max Rachet. I'm -a half-brotl1er to Rad
•
he spoke.
Jones. Are you Young Wild West?"
Crack! The dashing young deadshot fired
"That's just who I happen to be. What can I
quickly and cut a lock of hair from the villain's
do for you, Mr. Rachet ?"
"Well, }'JSt tell me what you burned this house head. Crack! Before Rachet knew what was godown for. I didn't expect to see yer here, but ing to happen a lock flew from the other side.
since you are, I'll jest ask that question. As far
"Get down from that horse!"
The command rang out sharp and distinct this
as I know, my brother was a decent, honest man,
an' sich work as this ain't ter my likin'."
time, and the tone of voice in which it was ut"Well, as far as I know your brother was a tered told the ranchman that he had better obey.
murderous scoundrel. That's the difference be- He quickly threw his right foot over the horse's
back and dropped to the ground,
tween us, Mr. Rach.et."

showing them some minor tricks that almest any
--0ne wl10 could handle cards in anything like a
slick way could do. Then he wound up by performing 'two or three of his clever tricks, and by
that time they were all getting rather sieepy.
Our friends, as well as t_he cowboys, had traveled
quite a long distance that day, and they all needed sleep. Though he did not expect Rad Jones
would come back with a gang to bother them, our
hero saw to it that a watch was kept during the
night. This was something he always did, no
matter where they were in camp. The night
passed without anything happening and when the
sun arose the next mo1·ning they were all up and
ready to finish the work of effectually destroying
the man-trap. As soon as breakfast had been
eaten they went to "the ruins, which were quite
cool, since the· tinder-like structure had burned
away quickly.
The foundation of the house was of stone, and
when they set at work to filling up the cistern
the stones gave way almost at their touch, and
in less than an hour it was . completely filled.
Just as they had finished the work they saw
three horsemen riding across the prairie from the
direction Rad Jones had taken when he left the
night before.
"Boys," said Young Wild West, giving a nod,
"I reckon we're going to hear from some of Rad
Jones's friends now. I may be wrong, but it
rather strikes me that way. Everybody take it
easy, and let me do the talking."
As might be supposed, the three hursemen were
Max Rachet, the half-brother of Rad Jones, and
two of his cowboys.
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"Say!" he called out excitedly, "what does this
mean, anyhow? Why ain't I got a right to come
up here an' take ther part of my brothe1· what
was burned out of his house? What do yer mean,
anyhow? I want you ter understand that I'm an
honest, law-abidin' citizen. But I've got my
rights, jest ther same. It ain't no more than
natural that I should take ther part of my
brother. He come to my house last night an' told
me that you an' your crowd run him out of his
house an' home an' then set fire to ther building.
That's what I know about it, an' if that ain't
enough ter make a man's blood boil; I'd like to
·
know what is."
A peculiar smile flitted about the face of our
,
hero as he listened to this.
"Didn't Jones tell you about the man-trap he
had in his house and how ou1· clever Chinee
dumped him into it 1" he asked.
"I don't know nothin' about ·a ny man-trap,"
was the retort. I don't know what yo}l're talkin'
about. All's I know is jest what I told yer. My
half-brother come to my house last night feelin'
inighty -s cared. He had his wife with 'him, an' she
was a-cryin' an' goin' on somethln' terrible. They
both told me that you fellows had run 'em out
an' then set fire to ther house. As far as I know,
Rad Jones is an honest, law-abidin' citizen, ther ,
same as I am."
Wild calmly stepped up to him, and taking him
by the arm, led him to the edge of the ruins. There
was the cellar plainly exposed to view, the stones
from the foundation of the burned house showing
.
plainly in the cistern.
_ "Do you see that pile of stones there?" our
hero asked.
"Yes, I see 'em," was the reply.
"Well, there's a cistern there that was full of
water. That cistern was directly beneath a big
trap-door in the house, and on this trap-door a
table was fastened. Upon that table were three
chairs, and upon those three chairs these th1·ee
men over here were going to sit down after they
had eaten their supper. Your brother learned
that they had quite a sum of money with tr.em,
and when they took position on the chairs he was
going to spring a trap from behind his bar and
dump them down through the floor and into the
cistern, which had a cover that would let them
down into the wate1· and then rise to the top and
They
i,tay there, so they could not get out.
would have to stay there until they were drowned,
and after that happened your brother meant to go
in by another way and fish out the bodies. He
then would take charge of the money they had
u,pon them, after which he would bu1·y their bodies. Do you understand that?"
"I don't know what you mean. I know my
brother would not do anything like that."
Wild still held the revolve1· in his hand, and
with a quick motion he raised it to a level with
the man's face.
"Do you want to die, Rachet ?" the boy went
on, speaking as though he meant every word of
it. "If you do, just look me in the face and tell
me you didn't know that your brothe1· is a heartless murderer. Go ahead and say it."
"I-I won't say that he ain't," came the reply
in a low tone of voice "But I must say that I
never knowed it. Of c;_,ourse, I ain't seen an awful
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lot of Rael in ther last few mopths, an' I don't ,
know jest what he might have been doin'. I did
know that he was runnin' an inn here, though."
"Well, just tell me that he did not tell you all
a.l;iout it if you want to die."
"Young Wild West, I ain't got not.hin' more to
say," came from the man's lips.
"All right. We,'11 let it go at that. Just get
on the back of your horse, and be quick about it.
You two other galoots mount, too. I want to see
how fast you can 1·ide away from here. Whim
you get a good distance off I'm goin' to show you
what I can do with a Winchester. I'm going to ·
shoot the hats 1·ight off your heads. Do you hear
what I say? You can dodge as much as you
please, if you happen to be looking when my rifle
goes to my shoulder. But I'm going to drop the
hats off your heads if I have to fire all the cartridges there are in my rifle. I don't mean to hurt
you one bit, neither, while I'm doing it."
It was wonderful to see how quickly the three
men got upon their horses. No one said auo•her
word, and the next moment the three villains were
riding away at a gallop. Wild picked up his 1·ifle,
which was lying upon the ground, and stepping
before bis companions, calmly waited until the
three men were about a hund1·ed yards away.
Then the weapon flew to his shoulder, and taking
a quick aim, 1- pulled the trigger. Crang! The
hat of Max Irachet flew from his head. Crang !
One of the cowboys lost his headgear in a jiffy.
Crang ! The third man reached up and caught his
bat before it left his head. He turned and looked
in 'fear, and then as he dropped his hand, Wild
fired again. This time the hat dropped.
"Don't shoot again, Young Wild West," came
the cry from one of them, and then they put their
horses to their top speed, bending low in the saddle, as though to save themsekes in case any
more shots were fired.
"Well, by ginger!" exclaimed Dick Hawley,
whose face was the pictme of amazement and delight. "I never seen sich shootin' done in all my
life, Young Wild West. Jest ter think of it! you
ft.red four times an' you hit a hat each time. Ain't
it a wonder you didn't kill at least one of 'em?"
"Well, the1·e's not much of a wonder about it,
Hawley," our hero answered in his cool and easy
way. "You see I didn't fire to hurt any of them.
I just shot at their hats, as I told them I would.
I generally hit what I shoot at, you know."
"Well, I know one thing," wii.s the retort. "If
I had tried to do that thing· ther ch;;.nces is that
I wouldn't have hit 'em at all, or else I'd dropped
-...
'em from ther backs of their horses."
"Well, Dick, y.ou ain't ther kind of~ shot that
Young Wild West is," spoke up one ot- his companions. ''That makes a whole lot of diff~1·ence.
He's ther Champion Deadshot of ther West, an'
you ain't."
"Yes, I s'pose that's ther reason," admitted
Hawley. "But say I I've seen lots of tall shootin',
hut I never seen anything that quite come up ter
that."
"Well, that ain't nothin'," declared Cheyenne
Charlie. "You ought to see what Wild kin do
when he tries real hard to do somethin' in ther
line of shootin'. But maybe he'll have some of it
to do before this thing is over. I reckon this ain't
done yet, you know. That galoot of a half-
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pmirie somewhere an' drive a stake into ther
ground an' tie him to it."
"Yes· an' what then?"
"The~ set fire to ther grass, that's all.''
Montez, the foreman, spoke as thou~h it was
only a very ordinary matter he was talking about,
and that there was no question but that it could
be done with the greatest of ease. The other
cowboy was just as villainous as he, and he nodded as if to corroborate what the foreman said.
"By ginger!" exclaimed Rachet, his face l~ghting up. "That would be a fine way to get rid of
Young Wild West, wouldn't it? You're a dandy,
Montez. You have got a better head on yer than
I thought y9u had, though I will say you have
served me mighty good. But I've always paid
yer what yer was worth, so you ain't got nothing
comin' from me.''
The three rode on until half the distance to
the ranch was covered. They had reached a small
patch of timber through which ran a gully. A
halt was made, more to rest the horses than for
any other purpose, though when they got seated
in the shade they somehow felt like remaining
there a while. From where they were the trail
CHAPTER VII.-Rachet Tums Road Agent.
that ran across the prairie could be seen a mile
distant as it ascended a rise. While they sat
The villainous ranchman and hifit,_two cowboys there talking a pair of horses pulling a covered
had set out from the ranch very eai'Ty that morn- wagon came into view.
ing. This enabled them to arrive upon the scene
"Hello!" exclaimed the ranchman, rising to his
of the fiTe at the time they. did. .Whe~ they feet quickly. "What's this, Montez?"
different
quite
feelmg
were
started back they
"Looks as though some one is movin'," was the
from the way they had when they came. To have foreman's reply.
their hats shot off by the dashing young deadshot
"Yes, that's 1·ight. Some galoot has made up
was entirely more than they had expected, and his mind to strike out for ther gold diggin's, I
not until they got out of reach of his rifle did any suppose, an' is takin' his family along with him.
of them feel anything like safe. On~ of the cow- Wonder if they've got any money?"
boy,s was the foreman employed by Max Rachet,
"I don't know," was the laconic reply. "I don't
and he was the first to speak after a long ir.ters'pose it would be much trouble ter find out,
,
.
silence.
val of
· "Well, boss, I sorter reckon we got it, d1dn t boss.''
"Well, s'pose you an' Jarley go find out.''
we?"
"Jest as you say, boss.''
_ "We did get more than we expected, I reckon,"
Jarley, the other cowb.oy, nodded to show his
was the reply. "But that's all right. I reckon
so Rachet looked pleased.
willingness,
know
You
do.
I
than
more
you don't like it any
but what I might as well go
know
don't
"I
what we've got to do, I s'pose."
said, after a pause. ' "I've got
he
yer,"
with
along
replied
do,"
to
"Well I know what we ought
I always carry that, you
the fore~an, an ugly frown showing on his face. my mask with me.no tellin' when it will come in
"We oughter put that young galoot out of the know. There ain't
handy."
way as quick as we kin."
"Well, if we're goin' over there an' stop that
"Not as quick as we kin, Montez; that wouldn't
do. What we want to do is to ketch ther young wagon, I reckon we might as well git ready," the
galoot an' the_n 11:ake him die a d~ath by torture. foreman remarked.
Then he tlu:ew off his hat and quickly removed
Killin' him quick 1s too good for him. We oughter
git his panls, too, but we'll set ourselves to work his shirt. It was a blue shfrt. on the outside,
at him first. Ther others kin be shot down, but anyhow, but when he quickly turned it inside out
Young Wild West we want to have alive. Do you it was a bright red. But the double game that
was being played by Max Rachet and his villainknow what my brother wants done with him?"
ous cowboys requfred such things, and the two
"What'!''
The foreman and the other man looked at the men he ,now had with him were always provided
with what might be called a lightning change of
ranchman expectantly.
"Well, he wants hi:m burned alive, an' I reckon-· costume. · Jarley's shirt was a blue one, too, but
I do, too. It was his fault that Rad's house was when he had turned it inside ot1t it showed up in
burned down, you know; an' that's why we both red and white check. The boss nodded his approval, and then his shirt, which was of a dirty
think he oughter be burned alive.''
"Well, that oughter be easy enough," and the yellow color, was quickly removed and turned inside out. Like the foreman's, it was now red.
foreman nodded.
Such a change in the three men was bound to de'Easy enough! How do yer mean?"
"Why, all's we've got to do is to set a trap an' ceive almost any one. It was only natural that
ketch him, an' then we kin take him out on ther any one who was interfered ,vith by them would

brother of Rad Jones's will sartinly be lookin' for
a chance to git square. Most likely he's got
plenty more of sich galoots as them two he had
with him, an' when he gits them together they'll
come after us mighty hot. If we was to go away
from hel'e they'd foller our trail till they either
got us or got shot themselves, wh_ic~ ~s putty sui:e
to happen if they do ,come. We amt m ther habit
of gittin' shot, boys. We bear what yer kin call
charmed lives, I 1·eckon."
"Well Charlie they'er not going to have the
chance to follow' our trail, I reckon," Wild spoke
up shaking his head in a decisive way. "I've
ju~t been thinking it over and I I:ave c?me to t~e
conclusion that we'll follow their trail. Thats
the way to do business, I reckon."
They all hurried back to the camp, and then our
hero ordered the Chinamen to load u:p the packhorses. This was done, and a few mmutes later
our friends were following the direction taken by
the ranchman and his two cowboys. Dick Hawley
and his two companions went ·with them.
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remember the shirts they had on and report it
when they got the chance.
Having made the change in their appearance,
the three villains mounted their horses, and then
following the gully they headed f<fr the trail.They
knew they had plenty of time to ge_t there before
the wagon came a,long, so they did not hurry
much. The , gully continued on straight to the
trail after it left the patch of timber, and keeping
in this they were able to get there without being
seen by those in the approaching wagon. When
they did 1·each the side of the trail all three dismounted and sat down to wait. Two minutes
later the team came in sight a few yards from
them. Then it was that the three. men started to
their feet and leaped into the cener of the trail.
- "Halt !" cried Rachet, in a voice of stern commane!. "Hold up your hands, driver."
"Whoat!" came the startled exclamation, a nd
the horses came to a halt instantly.
The driver was a middle-aged man, with a
smooth-shaven face, and when he realized that he
wa~ held up by three masked men his face turned
pale. But he d1·opped the reins and threw up his
hands, for it was evident that he realized that
discretion was the better part of valor just then.
A «cream that was unquestionably that of a worn· an -came from the wagon and then Rachet called '
ont sharply:
. ,
,
"
None_ of that. Do~ t go ter yel!m · If yer
do we might take a notion to fill yer full of holes.
We don't want ter hurt yer. What. we want is
what money you have got. Shell out now, an' be
quick about it."
As all three of ' the villains were covering the
driver there was no alternative but for him to
obey. As they stepped up nearer they saw a
worirnn, who was undoubtedly his wife, cowering
in the wagon behind him. It was pretty well
filled up with bedding and bags and boxes, which
no doubt contained provisions.
"I ain't got very mucL, gents," the driver said
jn a frightened way. "I'm on my way for ther
Colorado mines, an' it was mighty little money I
had when we started. But I s'pose I've got to
ive yer what I've got."
g Reiuctantly the driver placed his hand in his
pocket and drew forth a bag and handed it to the
vi1lainous rnnchman. Rachet weighed it in his
hand and gave a nod of satisfaction.
"It's gold, I reckon," he said. "Maybe there's
a couple of hundred dollars there."
"'There's ;m ore than that " decahed the driver.
"It's all I've got, too. If y~u don't believe me you
kin make a search of me an' everything that's in
ther wagon. But don't tak~ it all. Let me have
enoug~ t~ help me out a little bit when I git to
ther diggm's, won't yer?"
":.fot a cent," was the retort. "Jest keep him
covered, boys, while I look over ther money1"
The foreman and J arley obeyed, and then
Rachet dumped the money from the bag into his
hand . When he saw it was all gold, and that
there was easily two hundred and fifty dollars ·
there he gave a grin that told of the satisfaction
he felt, and placed it back into the bag.
"I reckon that will do," he observed. "We won't
bother making any search. If yer have lied to
us, an' have got more, all i·ight. Now then, jog
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on. But you had better take a good look at us,
so yer kin tell any one you meet what sort of ga·
loots we are."
Away went the wagon, the horses at a gallop
now, for it was evident that the man feared the
villains might change their minds and do further
harm to him. But the three sto_od on the. trail
and waited until the outfit was a quarter of a
mile away, and then they went down into the
gully and quickly changed their shirts, after first
removing the masks. This done, they mounted
and rpde leisurely back to the spot where they
had been resting when the wagon came in sight.
lt will be in order for us to follow the wagon.
After he had covered half a mile the drivel' looked
around, and seeing that he was not being pursued, he brought his horses down to a walk.
"This is putty tough, Mary," he said to his
wife, who was still cowering in the bottom of the
wagon behind him. "That was all ther money I
had. I wished I had kept it in two or thTee different places. But who would have thought that
we was goin' ter git held up comin' along here?"
"Oh, oh!" was all the woman answered.
,
'Never mind," her husband went on to ay.
"We've got a good supply of grub in ther wagon,
an' I reckon we'll make o!-lt all righ~. _We kin
sell ther ho~·ses _when we git to ther d1ggm's, yer
know. It am't hkely we'll have any use for them
there, anyhow. Cheer up; everything will be all
right after all "
.
.
.
·.
'
I:Ie k_ept _talkmg on m th~s way unbl after a
while his wife became reconciled to what l1;ad h~ppene~. When they had covered perhaps six miles
after the_ hold-up had been 1!1ade, they suddenly
caugh~ sight of a party of nders off to the le~t.
As might ~e ~!-lpposed they. ~ere Young Wild
WeS t a nd his ~n~nds they saw. It was but natural that t~e victims · of the hold-up . should want
to meet with someb_ody a_nd tell them o~ what had
hap?ened, so stoppmg his team the dnver called
,,
ou~.
.
Hello, hello.1
He was h~ard, for an answ~rmg shout came,
and three mmutes later our friends i:ode up an~
came to a halt.. T~ey had been followmg the trail
~f the thr~e villaiz:is when they ~rst saw _the
uagon, ~hich was Just about the time the driver·
caught si~ht of them.
-",Whars the trouble?" ?Ur hero asked, as he
notic~d there was ~o~ethmg wrong by the ex. _
pression of the man s ~ace.
''.We wa~ held up an' robbed back on ther trail
a httle wlule ago," was the quick re_Ply. "Three
masked men stopped tl1;e w:3-gon right at the1·
mo1:1th, of a gully about six m_iles back. I ~no,yed
I d1dn t have no show, S? I Jest had to give ·em
all ther money I had, which was between two an'
three hundred dollarn."
"Three men held you up and robbed you, eh?"
Wild asked, showing no little interest. "Did you
notice how they_looked ?"
"Well, I couldn't see their faces, 'cause they ,1il
wore masks."
"But .you could tell them again if you saw them,
for you must have noticed how they were
dressed."
"Yes, I noticed that, all right," the driver fie
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clarecl. "Two of 'em had red shirts, an' ther otheT they could see half a dozen cowboys busy gather•
,ing in a herd of steers. No one could be seen
had a I"ed an' white shirt on."
"It couldn't have been the three galoots we near the house itself, but as, they rode along it
started off on ther run, Wilcl," spo!:e up Cheyenne was not long c,efore they saw two women come
Chadie. "They wasn't dressed that way. Jones's out upon the porch. They were a little too far
half-brother liad on a dirty brown shirt, an' ther from them to be able to recognize them, but it
two galoots with him wore blue ones. I know struck our hero right away that one of them was
that for a fact, 'cause I always take notice o:f the wife of Rad Jones. A few minutes later they
were close enough to see them quite plainly, and
such things."
Then they questioned the driver of the wagon, then all hands 1·ecognized one of the women as
and the woman, but botli declared that none of l\hs. Jones.
"This is the right place, I reckon," Young Wild
the men wore blue shirts or a brown one. It was
easy for our .hero to come to the conclusion that West declared, with a nod of his head. "Come on.
the driver was an honest man, and that he had We'll ride up and se what kind of a reception we
get."
,
told the truth.
Sti·aight to the house they rode, coming to a
"So they took all your money, did they?' he
halt when they were within a few yarcls of the
.
a:,sked.
"Yes, that's a fact," and a sorrowful expression porch. The two women did not offed to rise from
where they weTe sitting, but looked at them coldly.
r.ame over the speaker's face.
."Good morning, Mrs. Jones," said Wild, in his
"Well, he1·e'.s fifty dollars. Maybe that will
iielp you out. The chances are that three of our cool and easy way. "So here is where you are
party might run across you again, as they are making your quarters, eh? Well, I hope you slept
heading for the gold diggings, too. If it hap- well last night.''
"It ain't none of your business where I am or
pens that we run across the three scoundrels
who robbed you they'll fetch along the balance of how I slept," was the snarling retort, and then
the money you lost. But you're welcome to this the woman quickly arose and hastened inside the
house.
fifty whether you eyer get the 1·est or not."
The man thanked our hero ·with tears in his ,,, Just then out came Rachet, quickly .followed by
eyes as he accepted the money, Dick Hawley and his foreman and Jarley. They each had a rifle,
Ms two partners assured him that they would see and it looked as though they meant to put up a
fight.
him later, and then the wagon went on its way.
"Young Wild West, I'll give you jest two min·utes to turn around an' i-ide away from here,"
called out the ranchman, in a threatening tone of
voice. "This is my property, an' I 1·eckon I've got
CHAPTER VIII.-Our Frientls Visit Rachet's a Tight to drive· anyone off if I see fit. Now then,
Ranch.
yo.u jest go."
"Don't be in. a hurry, Rachet," the -boy retorted,
"There is something that puzzles me," said a smile playing about his lips. "I reckon you know
Young Wild West, as they rode on, following the pretty well that we are not afraid of you, nor any
trail taken by the three villains. "When I heard of your gang. I have changed my mind about
that man say that he was held up by three masked lettting Rad Jones go. We have come here after
men it struck me right away that they were Max him. Just ti·ot him out, and be quick about it."
Rachet and his two cowboys. I can't help thinkThere was a short silence, during which the
ing that way yet, even though he declared that ranchman and his two followers exchanged
they
that
fact
The
shirts.
they wore different
glances.
had just about time to get where he said the
"You hea1·d what I said," Wild went on, in his
hold-up took place makes it look more strong. cool and easy way. "We want Rad Jones."
But it may be that there are road agents along
"Well, he's inside ther house, so if yer want
this trail. If there are, I reckon we'll have some- him, I reckon yer have got to go in to git him.
thing more to do around this part of the country. Jest try that once, Young Wild West! We'll ,soon
What we are lookin.,for is excitement and adven- show yer that an honest ranchman has got some
ture, so we might as well take all we can get of it l"ights."
.
,vithout going any further."
Wild h.-new very well that it would not do for
"That's right, Wild," spoke up the scout, nod- him to force an entrance into the house to get the
ding his head. "If we kin git what we want right man, since they had let him go free. But it netaround here we might as well stay until we're tled him somewhat to have the man talk to him
in that manner.
satisfied."
"Well, Rachet," said he, coolly, "I don't know
The three .cowboys wel'e perfectly willing to go
with our friends, for they we1·e eager to see the that we have got any right to force an entrance
villain who had planned to kill and rob them into your house. But I'm going to take the right
punished. About three hours after they left the to tel1 you that unless your half-brother comes
ruins of the ,vayside Inn our friends came in out here I'll shoot you dead where you stand. How
.
sight of the ranch that was owned by Max Rachet, does that strike you?"
· As the boy uttered the words he whipped out
They guessed right away that this was the place
they wanted to go to, so they became rather cau- one of his revolvers and leveled it at the heart
tious. PlentJ of cattle were to be ·seen grazing of the villainous ranchman. Cheyenne Charlie
in the distance, while t11e house and outbuildings and Jim Dart drew their guns ·almost at the same
seemed to be in a pretty good state of repair, time, and then Arietta quickly unslung her rifle
So :nething like two miles beyond the rnnch house and pointed it toward the villains. Rachet uttered
/
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a cry and promptly darted into the house. He of trees that stood at the edge of a gully someacted very much as though he expected to be shot, thing lik'e two miles distant, he called out:
but of course that was not our hero's intentic;m.
"Come! we'll go over there and pitch our camp.
He had simply made the threat to try and force I reckon we won't have to go to the house. The
the man to bring his half-brother out. Having galoots will probably come to us, even if they wait
failed in this, the boy decided to let it drop for until after it gets dark to do it. This business
the present. He had no real cause for taking the has got to be settled before we leave these pa1-ts."
other two men prisoners, so . there was nothing
In a few minutes they reached the spot they
to do but- to go away.
were heading fQr, and when they found that a
·'You're a fipe pair of galoots, you are," he said brook ran through the gully, and that the grazing
to the foreman and Jarley. "I have strong reason was of the very best kind, they were all pleased.
to believe that the prope1· place for the pair of you Though he did not know whether they could reis in a jail somewhere. I have the same opinion main there all day or not, Wild told the Chinamen
of your boss. But as I have no evidence against to go ahead and put up the tents. This was done,
either of you I will let it drop now. But before I and in a very short time everything was arranged
go I want to ask you a question."
for a stay of a day or two, if it lJecame necessary.
Montez breathed something like a sigh of relief. From where they were they had a good view of
"What do vou want ter know?" he asked, his the house, and should anyone start from it and
come that way they could not fail to _see him. They
face lighting up.
"I want to know ho,v much money you took had not been there long when they saw three men
leave the house an.cl ride off toward the cowboys
from the m11n you held up this rooming."
The fore1nan gave a violent start, and then they had noticed as they were riding that way.
"I reckon Rachet has gone to get some help,
turned and looked at his companion sharply.
Jarley could not help looking guilty, and he boys," said Wild, as he gave a nod of satisfaction.
acted very much as though he would like to get "It won't be so very long before we'll have a whole
bunch here. Well, let them come. We are in for
into the house.
·
"We never held up anybody," stammered Mon- it now, and we might as well fight the thing out,
tez, with a shake of his head. "We doh't know h the old-fashioned .way."
what you are talkin' about." ;
"All right," said Wild. "If you won't admit it
I can't make you. Since we have really no business to come here and interfere with you fellows CHAPTER IX.-Rad Jones Makes Another Conwe will go on. But I want to give you a little
fession.
advice. If you think that you ought to get square
with us for what has ·happened this morning, just
It was just about half an hour after our friends
come along after us and wait for a chance to get saw
three men leaving the ranch house, when
a shot at us. You are thinking about that very they the
saw ten horsemen coming across the prah-le
thing now, I know. But just try it, that's all. towa1·d
their camp. They were about two miles
Good day!"
away when they first got sight of them, but it
The dashing young c~eadshot s~arted h!s horse was not difficult for them to count them.
off while Charlie and Jim and Arietta, still keep"Just as I said," Young Wild West remarked, a
ing the men covered, slowly f?llowed hi1;1. Arietta
brought up the rear, k~epmg he:..· nfle turned smile playing about his lips. "Rachet has got his
toward the house all the while. She saw the two gang together, and now we can look out for some
men go into the house, and then she turned her lively work, I reckon. Keep your eyes open, boys.
gaze upon the windows. She h3:d sca~cely done If they come right up here, which I think they
this when she saw one of them raised slightly and will, we will get them dead to rights. I will guarthe muzzle of a rifle protrude. Crang! A sharp antee that none of them has the chance to fire a
,...µ:p.c:::t rang out and a bullet whistled past the shot before we are 1·eady for-them.- I'll see to that
"'
head of our hero. Arietta fired at the window, and part of it."
The horsemen came on at a brisk canter, and as
the result was that a yell of agony sounded. Our
friends galloped away now, f6r they knew they they gradually neared ouT friends the form of
were in danger of being shot from the cover of Max Rachet could be seen among them. There
the house. Crang! Crang! Two more shots was one man well in the rear, wllo could not be
rang out, though both bullets went wild. Becom- seen very well, but when he got a little closer
ing exasperated, Cheyenne Charlie threw his Win- Wild was surprised to see that he was no other
cheste1· to his shoulder and began pumping lead than Rad· Jones. Nearer came the horsemen, and
through the window~ of the house. The panes of it was not long before they were within a couple
-glass went to pieces as fast as he fired, and as no of .hundred yards of the camp, and then the ranchanswering shots came all hands became satisfied man called out: •
that the villains must be lying upon the floor badly·
"Well, Young ,vild West, I've come over here
frightened. Young Wild West was not the one to to find out what yer mean by comin' ter my house
run away after having a thing like that to occur. an' actin' like yer did. I don't want no trouble
He felt that he must remain and fight it out now, with you, nor ;with anybody else, but I must say
and this he intended to do. There was no doubt that when you come to my house an' accused me
in his mind tha-t the house confained a regular of bein' a scoundrel, an' all that, you're goin' a
nest of scoundrels, even though it seemed to be a whole lot too _faT. I'm a strictly honest man, as
very peaceful looking ranch, indeed. He shot a I kin prove by anyone as knows me. I've got a
glance over the prairie, and picking out a clump ' good, clean record, an' it hurts my feelin's to have
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an yone call me ,vhat ,you did, much less bein'
.
t reated ther way you reated me."
" Is that so, Rachet?" our hero asked, steppmg
a few paces toward him. "Well, I'm not going
to take back anything I said, nor am I going to
apolt)gize for anything I did. I told you that I
believecl you were an unprincipled scoundrel, and
that you were just as bad as your half-brother,
who is a cowardly murderer. Now then, what are
you going to do about it?"
The ranchman shrugged his shoulders uneasily
and looked around at his followers.
"Boys do you hear what ther young galoot
says?'" he asked, in a low tone of voice, but not
so low but that our friends could hear .it quite
plainly. An affirmative answer came from some
of the men, while others 1·emained silent.
"Is that all the men you could :find, Rachet ? 11
Wild asked, after a pause.
"See here," was the reply. "You have camped
on my propery, an' I want yer to git off inside of
twenty minutes. I've got deeds for this here land
ah' I 1·eckon I've got a right to drive anyone off I
want ter."
"You certainly have got that right, Rachet. Go
ahead and drive us off. But before we go we are
going to take Rad Jones with us."
The cool manner of the boy, coupled with his
easy way of talking, ·s eemed to take the sta1·ch
out of the hol'semen, so to speak. The cowboys
who h ad been pressed into service had not met
them before, and they were not a little surprised.
The fact was that their boss had told them that
Young Wild West and his friends had cleaned out
the Wayside Tave1·n ·for the fun of it, and then
after forcing the occupants to leave it, had set
fire to it ; that they had then shot the hats off the
heads of himself and the two who had gone with
him to find out what had been done, had followed
them ·both to the -ranch and made all sorts of
threats. While the seven cowboys could hardly
be ·called villains, they were of the s01t who were
always ready to believe anything they heard, and
since Rachet had always treated them fairly,
they were quite willing to go with him and make
it hot for Young: Wild West. It might have been
that what the boy said to their boss had some
effect upon them. He had openly accused him
of being a scoundrel as bad as his half-brother,
who, he said, was a dlwardly murderer. This was
pretty bold talk, and to see .Rachet take it as he
did must have surprised them considerably. But
they were ready to stick to their boss, though if
they hacl admitted it, they would have declared
that they were not a little afraid of the dashing
young fellow, as he stood the1·e and openly defie_d
them. Rad Jones remained at the rear, and 1t
could be seen by our hero and his friends thathis
face was very pale.
"Come around here, Mr. Jones," Wild called out.
"I want you to tell these men just what sort of a
galoot you are. I want you to tell them just what
you told us over at the house before we gave you
yom· freedom . Just tell them you made a mantrap in your house for the purpose of dropping unsuspecting travelers through the floor and drowning them in a deep cistern, so you might afterward
fish out their bodies and get the money they h.t\d.
Just tell th~m that you have been canying '\In a

.

thieving trade for some time at your Wayside
Inn. Go ahead! Don't be afraid to speak out.
You seemed to be quite willing to tell us las t
night."
"It's a lie," shrieked Jones. "I ue,·er said an y
sich thing. I'm an honest man, I am. You come
to my place an' sta1·ted a ruction there just b ecause I didn't want ther Chinaman to be too fresh
~Y goin' behind my bar. Yer accused me of a
whole lot of hings, an' when I thought yer was
goin' ter shoot me I said things to yer, maybe,
but I didn't know what I was sayin'. I was talkin '
to save my life, an' any man will do that if he's
got any sense about him."
The villain talked in a way that -almost seemed
as if he were speaking the ti~th, and it is quite
likely that some of the cowboys with him believed.
he was. But Wild had started in now, and he
made up his mind that Jones should make an open
confession right before them. As quick as a flas h
both his revolvers seemed to leap from the holsters. They were pointed straight at the horse.
men in a jiffy.
"Cover them, boys," he called out sharply.
The words had hardly left his lips when no t
only his pa1·tne1·s and the cowboys had drawn theitweapons, but the girls, also, had their rifles to
their shoulders. The cowboys were dumfounded at
this action. It had come so unexpectedly that they
could not understand exactly what it meant .
"Now then," said Wild, "Rad Jones, I want you
to come a1·ound to the front and tell jus t what you
told: us last night at your house after you had beeu
pulled up from your death-trap, which you fell in
when our clever Chinaman pressed t he spring
behind your bar. Do as I say, or I'll certainly put
a streak of daylight through your rascally body." .
"Don't shoot! don't shoot!" cried t he villain, now
thoroughly fri gh tened and ready to do anything.
The tone of the boy's voice had certainly caused
him to wilt with remarkable quickness.
"Come on around he1·e."
Without waiting another second the scound1·el
rode slowly around to the front of his companions.
"Now then, go ahead and tell just what you told
us," said our hero sternly.
But Jones hesitated.
"I don't know what to say," he pleaded.
"All right, then. I'll ask you a few que tions.
Be sure that you answer them conectly, too. Yett ,
constructed a trap at your house for the purpose
of dropping unsuspecting guests into your cellar
and drowning them, didn' you?"
"Ye--es," came the reply, in ·a low tone of voice.
"You meant to kill the three cowboys who were
at your place when we arrived, didl1't you?"
·
"Yes, I s'pose I did."
"While the)' were eating their supper you tt·ied
your· ti·ap to see if it was in working order, didn't
you?"
"Yes."
"And just as you had found it was all 1·ight you
saw a Chinaman peering through the ,vindow a t
you, didn't you?"
"Yes."
Then Wild went on and asked him several ques~
tions, all of which were answered in the affirmative. It was a full confession from a cowardly
mur\ierer, and as the seven cowboys who had been
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p1·essed into service· by 'their boss listene~ to it
they exchanged glances, while not a few whispered
words passed between them Rad Jones appeared
to be relieved when Wild ceased asking him questions, and he tumed around to get behind the
crowd again.
"Hold on a minute," said our hero. "There is
one question I forgot to ask. Didn't you tell your
half-brother all about your man-trap and what
vou had done when You reached his house last
•
night?" ·
"No, he didn't," promptly retorted Rachet.
"You shut up," said the dashing young deadshot, his eyes flashing. "I am not talking to you.
·
Jones, did you tell him, or did you not?"
Jones looked and saw that one of' the i-evolvers
in the boy's hands was leveled directly at his
heart.
1 · "Yes, I told him all about it," he answered,
·Jowly.
"All right. That's all I want to know. Now
then, I reckon you had better giYe yourself up.
W e'Jl take you to the nearest _town and then lock
,·ou up."
· That was more than Rad Jones could stand.
L'ttering a cry that was half of fear and half defiance, he pressed the spm:s to his horse and rode
away across the prairie.
"Shall I wing him?" asked the scout, quickly.
"No, Charlie," was the reply. "I reckon we'll
take him alive. But he won't g·o any further than
the house, so we will g·et Jilin later. I want to ask
his half-brother a few questions now, and then
we will dismiss this gang."
Then he looked at Max Rachet squru:ely, and
said:
"Did you ever commit a minder?"
It was such a blunt question that the villain
gave a start.
"Who says I did?" he retorted quickly.
"I am -asking you if you did."
"Well, you don't think I would say 'yes' if I did,
do you?"
"That's all right. So long as you don't say 'no,'
I'm satisfied that y,ou did. That will be about all,
!or the present. Now then, you and your gang
have got just two minutes to get out of reach of
my .Winchester. Vamoose! Light out!"
Montez, the foreman, was one of the firsl to
obey the command. He rode off at a quick gallop,
and then the 1·est !'tarted after him, the ranchman
bringing up the· rear.

CHAPTER X.-Wild is Caught.
It was not long afte1· the ranchman and his cowboys left with Rad Jones when Young Wild West
and his friends saw the party separate. Jones
proceded -straight for the ranch house, the se·ven
cowboys turned in the du:ection of the cattle, and
Max Rachet and Montez, his foreman, struck out
across the prairie. They were riding· sv.iftly, and
it was not long before they reached the timber
and disappeared from vie,~·.
"No then," said Wild, "I reckon I'll take a ride
down that way. I'll keep ·off to the 1·ight pretty
well and round the timb1:!r from that side. I am
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satisfied that Rachet don't mean to let us gef away
from here alive, if he can help it."
"Be careful that you don't fall into a trap,
Wild," spoke up Arietta, looking at him seriously.
The boy was not long in saddling his horse, and
then mounting he trotted off to the right with an
easy canter and gradually swung around toward
the timber. He took his Winchester with him, for
it struck him that he might have use for it before
he got back. Gradually our hero neared the timber, and when finally he reached it he was about
a mile away from the spot where the two villains
had disappeared. Bringing his horse clown to a
walk, the boy kept close to the edge of the timbei-,
after getting around to the other side, and then,
on the alert for anything that might turn up he
proceeded at a walk. When he had ridden along
for perhaps half a mile a horseman appeared from
the woods not more than a hundred yards ahead
of him. It was Max Rachet. The ranchman acted
as though he was very much surprised when he
saw the young deadshot riding toward him, and
he brought his horse to a halt at once.
"Hello, Rachet!" v\Tild called out, in something
like a sarcastic tohe of voice. "What are you
.doing here?".
"Lookin' for some stray cattle," was the retort.
"What's ther matter, Young Wild West? Ain't
you satisfied with what you have done, that you
have got to be followin' me around? I'm willin'
to let things drop, I am. You oughter kn owed
that when we rode away a little while ago."
"Well, I don't know that I am doing any harm
here, Rachet. I reckon it won't hurt your land if
I take a ride over it, will it?"
"But I don't think you 1re <loin' it jest for the
sake of riding over my land, Yow1g Wild West,"
retorted the ranchman, shaking his head. "-Xou're
after me, that's what you are. But I'm willin' to
talk the thing over with you, 'cause I don't want
to see my half-brother took away an' put in jail.
Rad Jones ain't half as bad as you think he is,
even if he did say he committed murder, an' that
he 11ad set a trap for them three cowboys what
was with him. As long as he didn't do 'em any
harm you oughter be satisfied. Another thing,
you give him his freedom after you made him
confess up at his house, an' that oughter settle
it. I've hea1·d say that you was always a young
feller what kept yom· word, to ther very letter; but
it don't look like it in this case."
~achet dismounted as he said this, and Wild was
forced to admit that he was about half right. He
certainly had promised to let Jones go after be
.
confessed.
"Well, Rachet," he .said, coolly, "what you say
is prety nearly right, I reckon. You have certainly put up a good argument. Why didn't you
talk that way when we rode over to the house th.is
morning? If you had done so everything would
have been all right, and no shots would have been
fired?"
The ranchman shrugged his shoulders.
"Well, I reckon a mm1's got a right to sorter
stick up for his own home, ain't he?" he asked,
after a pause.
"Yes, that's true enough. But you know, as
well as I do, that both you and your half-brothel'
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-would be locked up in prison somewhere, if you
had your just deserts. You know that, Rachet."
"No, I don't know it. I do know that I'm all
right. I won't say jest what Rad Jones is, but he
tells me that he .wouldn't have ever confessed to
anything if he didn't think he would git shot at
if he didn't. But he knowed what you wanted him
to say, so he said it to save his life. There ain't
no square deal in that, Young Wild West."
"Any such scoui1drel as yom· half-br·other de- serves nothing like a square deal. Any man who
would build a trap, such as he had in his house,
deserves hanging to the nearest tree. Even if he
had confessed to something that was not true, he
certainly did build that death-trap, and he ~ertainly did intend to drop the three cowboys mto
the cistern and drown them. That's a sure thing,
Rachet. There is no use in trying to say that you
don't know there is anything wrong about your
brother. I saw all this with my own eyes, and I
am not the only one. That was the most fiendish
death-trap I ever saw in a house that was supposed to be a place for rest and refreshment for
weary travelers. That man ought to be shot or
hanged before he is an hour older. But, as I said
a little while ago, I am willing to d1·op the matter. I did give him the promise of his freedom,
so I will let it go at that. But I will always feel
that I have not done the right thing in letting him
go, for it is absolutely certain, in my way of
thinking, that it will not be long before he will be
engaged in such fiendish work as he was when
we struck the Wayside Inn last night."
The ranchman listened intently to what the boy
said, and as Wild ceased speaking he again shrugged his shoulders.
. "All right," he said, slowly. "There ain't no
use of my sayin' anythin more. I know you are
about ten times quicker with a gun than I am, so
I've got to take all you say. But I'm migh.ty glad
that you have decided to let ther thing go as it is.
I'll try an' see to it that Rad Jones don't git in
any bad kind of business ag'in What he done
over at .h is house I don't know nothin' about.
But I'll take your word for it that he did have
death-trap there, an' that he did mean to kill
them three cowboys an' rob 'em. I hope you'll be
satisfied with hearin' me say that much."
"All right, Rachet. I'm satisfied. Now I'll give
you a little advice. Just you be honest, and never
hold up travelers when you happen to see them
coming along a trail. I can't help telling you that
I am of the firm opinion that it was you and your
two men who held up. that wagon and took all the
money the man who was driving it had in his possession."
"I don't know what makes you think that way.
Didn't ther galoot tell yer how ther robbers looked? Did he say they looked anything like us?"
"WeJJ, he said the three who 1·obbed him had
masks on, so he could not tell how they looked."
"Yet, if he had any sense about him he oughter
remember how they was dressed."
"Oh, he noticed how they were dressed, all right.
He said that two of them wore red shirts, while
the third had on a red and white check. But that's
a!l right., It might be that you three fellows had
just those shirts with you, and that you put them
on jqist for the purpose of disg'uising yourselves.

a

I have heard tell of such things being done, you
know. I have had quite an experience with all
kinds of scoundrels, even thought I am but a boy.
I have been at the business ever since I was big
enough to put a rifl~ to my shoulder, Racbet."
"Well it is sorter tough to be called a road
agent, 1' reckon. I've got a mighty good reputation among them what lives in this part of ther
country. .I'm runnin' one of ther best cattle
ranches in this section, an' I will say that\I've
been doin' mighty good at it. I sartinly wouldn'thave no occasion to rob a man, jest for ther sake
of gettin' hold of a few dollars. But I s'pose
'cause you think my half-brother is no good that
I'm ther same. There ain't no doubt but that
you're a putty smart boy, Young Wild West, but
you have made an awful mistake in thinkin' this
way."
"Maybe I have, Rachet. If I should ever find
out that I have I will certainly give you an ,apology. I will travel miles to do it, too. But say!
Where is your man? I noticed that two of you
1ode to the woods here."
"He's up at ther other end," was the reply, as
the man jerked his thumb over bis shoulder. 'He's
lookin' for them stray cattle I spoke about.
You'll see him putty soon, I reckon."
After thinki11g for a minute, our hero decided
to go on back to his companions, and then break
camp and strike out from the place. He had just
placed his foot in the stinup to mount the sorrel
stallion when something happened. The loop of a
lariat settled over his head and shoulde1·s; the1·e
was a quick jerk and the boy was pulled backward upon the ground, his arms pinned to his
sides .
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the i-anchman, with fiendish joy. "Now, then, we'll see who's boss, Young
Wild West. I'll tell yer right now that you've
been condemned to death ever since last night.
Now is ther time when ther sentence is goin' to
be carried out, too. Hold him tight, Montez.''
As might be supposed, it was the villainous
foreman who so cleverly roped the boy. While
Rachet was holding his attention the _v illain had __,
crept thi-ough the bushes until he got close enough
to make a sure thittg of it. Both men threw themselves upon him, and while Montez held him down,
and pointed a revolver at his head, the ranchman
tied his hands behind him. But the ·wolfclerfu1
coolness our hero possessed had not left hfm.
"You have got me," he said, as the ·fol'eman
arose to his feet. "I may be condemned to death,
as you say, but you scoundrels, I am not dead
yet, by any means. I reckon I've been in mqre
than one fix as bad as this. Go ahead with your
game."
"We'll go ahead with our game soon enough,
you meddlesome young galoot," Montez 1·etorted,
his face almost black with passion. "You don't
know how I hate you, Young Wild West. Do you
know what we are going to do with you? You
burned the house of Rad Jones, so we are going
to burn you. That's the way to git square, I
reckon."
A shade of pallor came over the boy's face, in
spite of himself. He knew very _well that if the
villains went right ahead with their fiendish purpose his chance for life would be small, indeed.
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.But he hoped they would wait a ·whil~, and by Wild have a sudden hope. Wild turned his head
doing that someone might coi:ne to·, his · rescue. quickly and saw Arietta riding with the speed of
Wild looked around as though m search of some- the wind close to the edge of the column of fire.
one or something to help him. His eyes rested But Rachet did not seem to hear. He went right
upon his faithful sorrel stallion and a sudden on with his work, an expression of malignant hate
showing on his face. As the villainous ranchman
thought came into his mind.
·
"Away with you, Spitfire," he called out, loudly. was tying Wild to the stake, so he could not escape
the rqaring flames~ the cowboy foTeman cried ex"Hurry, old fellow."
_
.
So well trained was the horse that the instant citedly:
"Look, boss! Here comes ther gal!"
the boy spoke his ears went forward. Then _he
gave a switch of his- tail and bounded away llke
:marrow from the bow. Montez uttered an oath
and made a leap to catch him, but he was too
late. The villainous foreman was about to fire a
CHAPTER XL-Conclusion.
shot with his revolver at the horse when the
ranchruan stopped him. ~
,,
.
.
Arietta was very uneasy after she saw Wild
"Don't do that, Montez, he said, quickly. disappear
the edge of the timber strip, and
"That's too good a beast to shoot. It may be .that she never around
once took her eyes off the .spot for the
he will be ours later on. Come on. We'll put ther space of several
boy on my horse 'an' then ride out :where tl,er and it was not minutes. The minutes flitted by,
until a startled cry came from the
grass is thick an• · dry enough to burn hke powder.
Cut a stake first so we kin drive, it in the ground lips of Arietta that th,e rest became anything like
an' tie this yom{g gal,rnt ter it. He's got to b~ alarmed.
"Look!" cried the girl, pointing excitedly to the
burned alive. He's _been condemne_d to dea~h, an
of the timber. "There comes Spitfire. Wild
ther -sentence is gom' ter be earned out. Jest as edge
is not upon his back. Something has happened to
quick as we kin do it."
him."
The foreman gave a nod, and quickly Tan into
Then without saying another word she ran for
the woods. It was not long before he· returried her horse. Jim Dart quickly followed and
assisted
with stake that ·was about three feet in length. her in putting the• saddle upon the -animal's
This he proceded to sharpen with his hunting for he well knew what she was going to do. In back,
a reknife, but paused long enough to help lift Wild markably sho1-t space of time Arietta had mountupon the ranchman's horse. Then away our hero ed and was riding away with t):le speed of the
was borne out upon the prairie. When he had wind . She met the riderless so1·rel
half
finished sh~rpening the stake Montez mounted and way to the woods, but did not slackenstallion
her
pace
rode after his boss. A mile out upon the level bit. Spitfire came to a halt and then went trottinga
prairie, and out of sight pf You!1g Wild. West's after her, increasing his speed gradually.
friends, owirfg to the strip of timber lymg beOn rode the girl, a feeling of fear within her
tween them, the two villains came to a halt. The
foreman quickly dismounted and searched for a breast. If she had been told that Wild was in
stone to use in driving the stake into the ground. great danger she could not have ·believed it any
He found one that would an swer his purpose, and more than she did when she saw his horse coming
back without him. As she rounded the bend of
soon it was firmly imbedded in the earth.
the woods she came upon a sight that thrilled her.
"Go ahead an' tie him to ther stake, boss,"" he The prairie was on fire! Riding away from the
said a fiendish smile lighting up his villainous flames she saw the villainous foreman, and then
cour{tenance. "I'll 1·ide over there an' light ther her eyes fell upon Wild and the ranchman .
grass,"
Though she was fully half a mile away she coulcl
"All right Montez; go ahead. When I see ther recognize both of them quickly. She saw that her
..fire is goin' 'all right I'll soon fix him so he can't t=l.ashing young lover was a prisoner, for he was
git away . _Ha_, h~, ha! i:ierfs where Young Wild upon his knees, while Max Rachet stood over him.
West is gom' ter roast alive .
The gil'l had not neglected to bring her rifle with
The foreman lost no time in carrying out his her, and holding it in one hand, she quickly placecl
fiendish intentions. Gathering a bunch of dry the bridle 1·ein behveen her teeth and then plied
grass, he twisted it into ~hape, and the~ rode her whip. It was seldom that Arietta ever had
awav. In ' Jess th,:..n two mmutes he had lighted occasion to whip her horse, but now it was necesthis improvised torch and w3:s ri<;}ing along, reach- sal'y.
ino· low to the ground and l!ghtmg the dry grass
The noble animal responded, and Hke the winrl
as°he went. Meanwhile the Tanchman stood over he went on. Arietta shot a glance at the roaring,
the helpless boy, gloatingly. Wild never said a
crackling flames. The wind was not very strong,
word, for he knew ho\v use'less it would be. But and she realized that she could win the 1·ace over
he knew very well that unless help came quickly the prairie. When she saw one of the viilains
he was doomed.
pointing at her excitedly she decided that if she
When the ranchman looked up and saw Montez was going to save her lover's life she must act
riding back, and that the flames were creeping without delay. Dropping her whip, she threw her
that way, he seized the rope that had already been rifle to he1' shoulder. Taking a quick aim at the
placed about our hero's neck and made ready to villainous ranchman, she pressed the trigge1·.
make him fast. Just then Montez rode up and Crang! The report rang out and Rachet stagdismounted. The roar of the flames could be hea1·d gered back a few steps and, then fell to the ground,
plainly, while the smoke was sweeping towa1·d his rascally career ended. Montez did not stop to
them. Just then Montezt gave a shout that made see ·whether he was dead or not, but mounting hfa
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YOUNG WILD WEST CONDEMNED TO DEATH

horse he rode away as though for his life. It was
evident that the foreman hac.l had quite enough
of it. But there was no doubt, too, that he feared
the rifle in the hands of the girl. As soon as she
saw that he was fleeing Arietta paid no further
attention to him. He had no rifle, so he could not
possibly do any harm to either·· her or Wild. The
brave girl reached the scene just as the flames
~ere within a hundred feet of the spot. She dismounted quickly, and with her .knife cut her dashing young lover free. There was the ·horse of the
villainous ranchman pi-ancing about in fright and
not knowing which way to turn. Wild knew just
what to do.
"Go on, Et!" he exclaimed, quickly. "I'll follow
you. Everyhing is all right. The wind is not
strong enough, so the flames can't catch us. Hurry, now."
Arietta gave a noel, and with a pale, set face,
but eyes that sparkled with joy, she was soon on
the back of her horse and riding away. It was
easy for the boy to catch the ranchman's horse,
and casting a glance at. the villain who had condemned him to death, but had failed to carry out
the execution, he mounted and was off like a shot.
The two rode but-a shol't distance straight ahead,
and then swung off to the left. The result was
that they cleared the flames in safety, and just
then our hero was gratified to see Spitfire coming
back. He quickly brought his horse to a halt,
and then dismounting, ran t.o his sweetheart. The
girl allowed him to kiss her, and she said, fervently:
"I feared that something was wrong, ·wild, but
when I saw Spitfire coming around the end of the
timber strip without you, I knew you were in danger. I am so glad I arrived in time."
"It's all right, Et," was the replly. "You told
me to be careful, and I said I would. I thought I
was, too, but I was trappped, just the same. But
that's not the first time I was ever trapped, and
I suppose it will not be the last. That shot of
yours brought that ~oundrel of a ranchman down,
and it is a mighty ·good tiling. I- expected to see
the other fellow drop, too, when when I saw him
turn around and ride away, I knew pretty well
that you would not shoot him. You are like me il1
that r~pect. I never shoot a man when he is running away from me, even though I know he is
quite deserving of it."
The sorrel came trotting up, and as Wild ran
to meet him Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart and
the three cowboys came into view. A wild shout
went up from them when they saw Wild and Arietta safe and sound. In a few minutes all were
mounted and heading for the ranch house. They
took a rather roundabout way to get there, for
they did not think of going through the woods
just then. The result-was that when, they reached
the house they found no one there but the women.
Rad Jones had evidently been informed of what
,Yas likely to happen by Montez, and the two had
made good their escape. Meanwhile the cowboys
belonging to the ranch were soon seen riding up.
They had seen what took place out on the prairie
from a distance, and as they reached the house
they broke into a wild cheer.
"We never knowed ther boss was that kind of a
man, Young Wild West," declared one of them, as

he seized the hand of the da~ '- · · -· ,·oung deadshot.
here with you,
"When we seen him an' Mon t
J we all allowed
an' found out what they was L
that it was about time for sich galoots to die.
Where are they, anyhow? I mean Montez an' Rad
'
Jones."
"They've lit out, I .J:eckon," Cheyenne Charlie
answered.
"Yes , that's Tight/' Wild spoke up. "Well, let
them go. I reckon they won't show up around
here again very soon. As for the women, probably they will be taught a lesson by what has happened, and it may be that they'll be honest and
straight hereafter. I don't know anything about
the wife of Rachet, but I do know that Mrs . Jones
is nothing more or less than a she-fiend."
The cowboys seemed to be satisfied with. what
our hero said, but when Wild and his friends left
the place a little later they noticed that they were
riding off as though following a trail.
"If they happen to ketch Montez an' Jones, I
re·ckon there'll be a lynchin'," observed Charlie a
peculiar srn~le playing about his lips. "Well, iet
em go. Anetta had a race over ther p1·airie, an'
she \\'as in time to save yer, Wild, after yer was
doomed to death. Whoopee, whoopee! Wow,
wow, wow! Yip, yip, yip!"
There is little more to add to this story. Our
friends had experienced an exciting time while it
la,sted, b?t it was now over, as far as Young Wild
,\ est bemg doomed to death was concerned. As
they were riding away, however, Dick Hawley suddenly thought of the man who had been robbed.
"S'pose we go over there .an' see .if we kin find
the mone:11 on that galoot what Miss Arietta shot,''
he suggested.
"Well, you fellows can go over and get it," Wild
answered. "We'll wait at the camp for you."
The result was that the three cowboys rode over
the burned prairie, and the bag of gold was recov·erecl from the charred body of the i-anchman.
That afternoon Hawley and his two companions
parted company with our friends and started
along the trail to overtake the wagon. That they
did so, ai:id _turned over the money that belonged
to the v1ct1m of the three villains, there is · no
doubt. Then Young Wild West and his friends
proceeded on their way. They were headin"' for
the Rio Grande, and we may as well say ~·ight
here that they got there without any further adYentures worth recording. But what happened
later on is another thing.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST SAVING HIS RANCH; or, WIPING OUT
AN OLD SCORE."
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
Sto.ries."
,

Parson Johnson-Yo' must nevah cherish an
en enmity against youh neighbor, Miss Jackson.
If youh neighbor does you an injur_y you ·must
forget it. Mrs. Jackson-An' so I does forget it,
pah son-but I'se got a powerful bad memory, and
I keeps forgetting dat I'se forgotten it• .
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CURRENT NEWS
GLASS DISHES THAT YOU CAN'T BREAK
At the exhibition of Bohemian. glass held in
J anuary at Hradec, Kralove, Bohemia, the most
novel feature was the newly invented unbreakable
glass manufactured by a firm at Sazava-Buda.
American Consul C. S. Winans reports from
Prague that the exhibit contained large dishes
and casseroles for cooking purposes, retorts and
vials for chemical uses. He adds that this glass
is not yet infallible, as a vial which was dropped
several times on the hardwood floor without breaking was :finally shivered into fragments. It is
claimed that this glass will stand 2,000 degrees
·
centigrade ~f heat.
WHERE CLOCKS ARE LUXURIES
Calendars and clocks are luxuries in Albania.
The untutored peasantry know only three periods
of time-morning, noon and night; and two seasons of the year-winter and summer. Days and
dates are Sanskrit to them. Nor have they any
conception of distances. ·when a traveler asks
an Albanian the distance of one point from another, he never answers in miles or kilometers,
but "It is half a day; it is two days; it is a
week." When an Albanian makes an appoint-

ment, he is considered to have kept it if he comes
within two 01· three hours of the time set.
· With the absence of calendars, the people
naturally do not know their correct ages, especially those in the counti-y districts. In this
respect the women of Albania enjoy an advantage
over their sisters in fol'eign countl·ies who guard
so jealously the secret of their years. Often the
age of an Albanian woman is unknown even to
herself.
BURIED IN POTOTOES
Starving to death with nothing around him but
food, a wayfarer who gave his name as John
Smith of Virginia, was found buried up to his .
neck in potatoes when the door of a freight car
was opened by the employees of a fruit dealing
company one day recently at Sunbury, Pa.
The man's arms were pinioned by the tubers
and he could not move h.is head. Shifting of the
load by the jolting of the car was the cause of
his predicament, Smith :;,aid. and he asserted he
had been helpless for three days.
He was ravenous but had no chance of even
biting into a potato, so tightly was his head pinioned. The car came from Avoca, N . Y.

Stories filled with ''Pep ''
•
In
The

~~MYSTERY MAGAZINE~'
Stories:
Mostly detective type, but there are yarns amung them - about underworld characters, others based on ghostly mysteries, and no end of short
articles on a variety of interesting subjects.

The

A uth ors:
The authors now contributing- these novelettes and.short stories are people who write for all the other magazines, and we are getting their very
/
best work.

The

Artist s:

all

our contemporaries beaten a mile.
Wheh it comes to covers, we have
The best artists in the world work for us. For proof see the beautiful
illustrations insjde of the magazine.

And the Price Is Only Ten Cents a Copy
GET ONE. READ IT. BE A "MYSTERY" FAN. YOU WILL ENJOY IT
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A. WORKING LAD"
By DICK ELLISON

...

(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER VI.-(Continued)
It was the first allusion to the mysterious madman concealed in the Hurley home Charlie had
heard made by any one save the cook, who did
not even know his name.
"Try not to distres~, yoUl'Sflr any more than
I am gomg to sprE:ad the
necessary," he ;;aid.
lap rooe over you. I will get you home Just· as
quickly as possible,. but I shall have to run rather
slowly for fear of jolting you off the seat."
"I will get hold of the cushion," she replied.
"I think I can hold on. If I feel myself slipping
• .
.
.
.
I'll tell you."
Charlie sta1·ted his car then and m due tune
reached the hou se.
No more was said, but ·he could hear those
groans all the way.
It was now about four o'clock; almost time to
go for Mr. Hurley, who liked to leave the bank
-;...
-at half-past.
"I'll go inside for help," said Charlie. "How do
you feel now? _Are you suffering much pain?"
"I'm suffering horribly," she replied, "but I
have no right to complain. It is all my own fault.
You must get Mr. Miles. Tell Mrs. Brazer to
telephone the doctor."
Mrs. Brazer met Charlie at the door.
"Now what's happened?" she cried. "I saw
her go, foolish girl that she is. It's all your
fault; you had orders not to let her take out the
·
machine."
"She has broken her leg. I want Mr. Miles to
help me bring her in," said Charlie, determined to
make no retort, no matter what the woman said.
''You are to telephone for the doctor."
"Don't o'r der me about, you young snip!" she
cried. "Do you take me for a fool? If you want
Mr .. Miles go to the next floor and ring the bell."
"They are certainly a sweet bunch," thought
poor Charlie. "I wonder if chauffeurs have to
put up with such talk everywhere."
It was the 'first time he had been above the
ground floor.
The bedrooms he peeped into were elegantly
furnished.
Coming to the second flight of stairs, Charlie
found access to them cut off by a locked door.
There was an electric button alongside, and
concluding that this was the bell he was to ring,
•
Charlie gave it a push.
As the bell sounded sharply a horrible langh
was heard, followed by a second and a third.
It almost made the boy's blood run cold to lis·
ten to it.
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Above the bell was a speaking-tube, and now
a voice came from it:
"Who's who? Who are you? Bow! Wow!
Wow! I'm the King of the Cannibal Islands!"
"The madman," thought Charlie. "I'm· afraid
Mr. Miles isn't up there."
"I want Mr. Miles," he called through the tube.
"The deuce you do!" came the answer. ""Who's
who? Who are you? Bow! Wow! Wow! What
sort of way is that to address an independent
sovereign? Johnny Miles ain't here. He's gone
for a walk. Ha! Ha! Ha! The world's mad, my
masters. Why don't they let me go for a walk
some time, I'd like to know."
"Come, boy! Come!" spoke a voice behind
Charlie. "Here I am wanting your help."
It was the nurse at the head of the 'first flight.
·
"Miss Ada," began Charlie.
"Yes, I know," broke in Mr. Miles. "I have
seen her. How did it occur? Speak as we go
along. She must be brought inside at once."
Charlie explained.
"I couldn't s'top her from taking out the car,"
he said.
"Of course you couldn't," said Mr. Miles. "They
are all a headstrong lot, as I've good reason to
know. It will probably cost you yot11· job, just
the same."
"Let it," replied Charlie. "I'm ready to throw
up my job anyway."
"I wish I could throw up mine then," muttered
Miles, as they passed outside.
The found Mrs. Brazer standing in the car, and
she began blaming 11oor Charlie again.
"Stop!" said Ada. "I won't stand for it, Mrs.
Brazer. I alone am to blame. Not another
word."
Charlie and Mr. Miles carried her upstairs and
deposited her on the bed.
Before Charlie could start for the bank the
doctor came tearing up in his car, accompanied by
Mr. Hurley.
Mr. Hurley took the news more quietly than
Charlie feared he would.
"I assume, Brown, that you did your best to
stop her from taking out the car," he said.
"Indeed I did, sir, and I think she will tell you
so. I am not to blame. All I could do was to
follow her, and that I did. If you think I am to
blame I'm ready to quit any moment."
"I don't blame you, and I am glad the- racer
is out of business," he said. "I have dreaded
something of this sort ever since my grandson
bought it. There never will be another with my
consent. Just how did the accident happen?"
"That I don't know, sir. She was out of my
sight when it happened. I suppose Miss Ada
must have steered wrong. I did not like to ask
her, she was suffering so."
No more was said.
Charlie congratulated himself that he had got
off so lightly.
He put the touring car in perfect shape and
then took the dogs out for a run.
(To be continued.)
'\
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
COW HAS FIVE CALVES
A pure-bred Jersey, owned by Hollis Williams,
Regina, Can., has just given bil'th to five calves,
all normal, weighing about thirty pounds each.
LONG PIGEON FLIGHT
A carrier ·pigeon has just completed a 1,450mile flight, from Topeka to Camp Alfred Vail, :N.
J., which is considered one of the longest carrier
pigeon flights on record. according to an announcement by officials of the United States
Army Signal Corps. ·
·
Major Carl R. White of Topeka, property and
disbursing officer for the State, received a shipment of homing pigeons from Camp Vail last
month.
The first of this month two of the birds escaped while being fed. Blue Check He;n No. 107,
one of the birds that escaped, has. just been discovered in her former training loft at Camp Vail,
from which point she was shipped to Topeka, according to a letter from Ray P.· Delhaue1·, pigeon
expert at the camp, received by Major White the
other day.
WOODPECKER PECKS ON RADIO POLE ON
CAPITOL
Elliott Woods, superintendent of the United
States Capitol, is a radio expert and enthusiast
and he recently got an appropriation from Congress to erect a wireless mast on the Capitol.
The other day his radiophone began getting
mysterious messages which were not accountable
for under any circumstances. There were sundry
tappings, dots and d_ashes that meant nothing under any code Mr. Woods had ever heard of. Accordingly, he began an investigation. The result was that a woodpecker was found to have
built his nest in the Capitol wireless mast and to
have injured the mast so that it had to be taken
down.
The mysterious messages were the result of Mr.
Woodpecker's constant pecking on the mast. The
worst-of it is, Mr. Woods says, he doesn't know
where he will get the money to erect another
wireless mast.

THE FIRST BATHTUB IN AMERICA
Adam Thompson of Cincinnati, 0., is credited
with making the first bathtub known to America.
During a business trip to England he was introduced to the English way of bathing, and upon
his return to America in 1842, decided to make
a bathtub large eno1:1gh to contain his entire
body and to be fi11ed by a tank in the attic of his
home, pumping water into it from the family
pump. Pipes for hot and cold water Jed to the
bathtub, the one for hot water coiled within the
length of the chimney, through which hot air
and smoke from the kitchen range passed.
The tub was seven feet long, four feet wide
and deep enough to hold the plumpest of persons.
It was built of mahogany and lined with sheet
lead, On the first Cluistmas Day after installa-

tion of the tub Mr. Thompson gave a bathtub
party. all the men nresent tl·ying· ont the wonderful invention. Thi s pal'ty was featured in
many of the newspapers and created a sensation.
Mcmh€1·s of the medical profession fought the
idea with warnings that the practice was dangerous to the health, and Shte and citv governing
bodies passed laws prohititing and discoui-aging
the u se of bathtubs. The State of Virginia
passed a law taxing owners of bathtubs $30 a
year. In Boston a law was passed which was in
effect from 1845 to 1862 forbidding one to take
a bath except upon advice of a physician. The
cities of Providence, Hartford ahd Wilmington
put a high water· tax upon buildings which contained bathtubs, and in Philadelphia a law was
proposed making it unlawful to bathe between
Nov. 1 and March 15. This failed of passage by
a margin of two votes.
Send us a one-rent stamp to cover postage, and
we -will mail y-0u a copy of "Moving Picture
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The Indian Girl's Love
By ALEXANDER ARMSTRONG
Arthur Tristam had for a long time been out
of health, and the only medicine he ·needed was
recreation, and complete freedom from all ac·
tive pursuits.
He concluded to go to Lake George and visit
his cousin, who lived at Caldwell.
As he was sitting in the parlo1· of his relative,
' reading on the morning after his arrival, his attention was attracted by a voice of rare sweetness, which inquired of one of the servants if the
lady of the house wished to buy any Indian goods.
Excited by curiosity to see anything made by
t he Indians, and at the same time charmed by
the voice, Tristam went to the door.
He reached it as the young Indian girl was
turning to leave, but called her back.
While she was speaking of her wares he had
time to look at her carefully.
She was, indeed, very beautiful.
Tall and slender, her additional height, combined with her great grace. of action, gave her,
a commanding appearance.
" Did the Indians make all these things'?" Tristam asked, as he picked up a beautiful fan made
of fine wood, and omamented with blue ribbon.
"Yes, sir," she replied, as she lifted her large,
lustrous black eyes to him. "We make them all."
"I believe you have nothing to-day that I want."
"We make other things," she said. "e'anes,
· cigar-cases--"
"Could you -make me a cirgar-case something
like this'?" producing a very 'finely-worked one.
"Oh, yes, sir; easily."
"Where is your encampment, that I may know
where to come and get it'?"
"Just beyond the church by the fort."
"Well; I will call on Monday. Be sul'e that you
don't disappoint me."
Saying this, he went into the house, while the
Indian girl, resuming her load, turned her footsteps towards home.
When she reached the camp, an ungainly woman came towards her, and took her pack from her,
as she inquired in a shrill, piping voice, how
much she had sold.
Zillah-such was the name of the girl-made
no reply, but simply gave her the money she had
received.
"Is that all'?" the squaw said, as she finished
counting the money, and, not giving her time to
answer, she resumed:
"You're a lazy idler. Go ·i n there," pointing
to the tent. "You shall have no dinner to-day."
· Zillah slowly moved away, and when she sat
down on the ground-floor of the rude contrivance
of wood and canvas which served the purpose
of a tent, she drew from her pocket the cirgarcase Tristam had given her for a model and set
to work to make one like it.
As she swiftly but skillfully proceeded with
hex task, the blinding tears filled her eyes, and
her bosom heaved with some suppressed emotion.
She was not regrettin~ the loss of her dinner, ·
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since she was accustomed to that; but she was sad
on account of something she could not herself clefine--a desire for something better, a longing
afte;.- more civilized life.
For Zillah, although nothing but ·a poor I ndian
girl, had aH the refined feelings of a woman, and
although she had passed all her life in this semi·bai·barous state, every year had only tended to
incI"ease her disgust for it, while the glimpse she
had of civilizatio"11., and all the communication she
held with the outside world, augmented her aversion tenfold.
On the a ppointed day Tl'istam rode over to the
Indian encampment.
The cigar-case was fini i;,l1ed; but, as he was
about to leave, it came on to rain so hard that
he was obliged to ask for shelter in one of the
tents.
The woman who lrnd brought him the case
showed him the tent he might rest in, and then
left him.
It was a rude combination of a hut and tent.
As Tristam was sitting in the untidy place, list ening to the shouts of the men and the wrangling
of the women, he heard a footstep behind him,
and, looking a1·ound, sa,v Zillah coming into the
tent by an opening at the back.
She was about to retreat when she saw Tri stam, but he motioned to her to en.ter, and, as he
relinquished liis seat to .her, she drew a small
chest from the corner, took some work from it, •
·
and then offered it to Tristam as a seat.
He sat down, and she ·went silently to work.
Tri stam was bu sy with his own thoughts, and
not a ,vord was spoken.
At last lrn broke the silence by ,;aying:
"You don't like this kind of life?"
"Like it?"
And then, looking carefully around, to see that
no one was watching, before she added:
"I hate it!"
. "Then," and there was a sli,ght touch -0f contempt in his tone, "why do you live here?"
"Why do I live here? Because I must Jive!
Because I must have a home! And, bad as this
is , I can find no better."
"But why do you not get into some private family, where you would find comfort, rest, and refinement?"
"Because we are considered a lying, thieving
set, from whom no good can come, and no one
woul.d think for a moment of taking one of us,
even for a servant. No, no! I am a poor Indian, and a poor Indian I must remain all my
life."
Tri"sh!,m rose to go, and offered her some money,
which ~he proudly refused to take.
So, ordering a fan, and a1,hing her to bring it
to the house on the next day, he left the encampment.
The next day Zillah p1·omptly brought the fan,
and Tristam said to her:
' "Have you any schools here?"
"Yes, sir," and then add.ed, after a moment's
hesitation, "but I have never gone, sir," ·
·
"And whv not?"
A sarcastic expression played around her lips
as she answe~ :-·
"Oh, you forget, sir, that I am an Indian."
"And will not they receive everyone?"
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founded of gaining some honorable position, and
"No, sir."
so escape from the dirt and wretchedness of her
"Should you like to go to school?"
As he put this question to her, the expression home-to have all these hopes overthrown was
of her whole face changed, and she s11ot him a more than she cou-ld bear, <"ttnd she rusl1ed out of
the gate and up the road.
glance of intense eagerness, as she answered:
She ran till she was tired, and then she tumed
"I would give all I have to go, sir! But it is
'
from the road into a large green field, and sitimpossible."
"But -:i is not, if you will come here every day ting down under a huge chestnut tree with
f ~ ten o'clock till twelve, for l will teach you spreadfag branches, she let her head fall into her
hands, when the )>linding tears she had he1·etomyself."
·
For a moment Zillah's face lit up with joy at fore restrained ~me thick and fast.
She had been erring for about art hour, ·when
this unlooked-for proposal; and then she mourna feeling of weariness came over her, and leanfully replied:
of the friendly tree,
"I'm afraid I can't come, sir. Mammy may not ing back against the trunk
she fell asleep.
.
be willing."
She did not awake until the sun was sinking
Tristam said he woul.d go in the morning to see
into the west.
her mother about the matter.
And then in an instant came back the remem·
The next day Tristam, true to his p1•omise,
of all that had transpired, and resolutely
brance
went to the encampment.
When "mammy" had been pointed out to him, turning towards the road, she slowly trudged
along towards the Indian encampment.
l1e immediately asked her consent to his plan.
Yes, Zillah had resolved to go home; for, alShe at first positively refused; but she was at
of awakening, her
length persuaded to let Zillah c.:,me to him at the though, after•the first moment
heartfelt disappoinment for her baffled hopes redesired hours.
turned, sleep had given her strength to bear it,
Tristam, having told Zillah to come on the and she had decided to live the old dai-k life,
departure.
morrow, took his
to live as she had been born-a poo1• Indian.
On the next day Zillah came at the apointed
She had gone about half-way home, and was
hour.
on a stone by the wayside to rest, when
sitting
Tristam, found in her an apt pupil, and she was she heard horses' feet, and looking up saw Trisequally pleased with both teacher and studies.
tam and Madge riding towards her.
A month and a half rolled by, and Tristam
As they came nearer she looked another way,
looked forward to the arrival of his pupil with and Tristam, piqued at her conduct, did not speak,
mo.r e pleasure each. succeeding day, while Zillah or notice her in any way, but merely said to
artlessly confessed that her study hours con- Madge:
tained the only real happiness she experienced.
"There is my Indian protege. I suppose she is
*
*
*
*
,;:
*
*
displeased because I went away this mon1ing·.
you
wish
"I
clay,
one
cousin,
his
said
"Arthur,"
Well, she must not exact all my attention; that
would go to the fort for me, to meet my friend, was all well enough before you came, but now it
Y-from
expect
I
Miss Madge Edens, whom
is different, you know."
this evening."
As these words reached Zillah's ears, she
Tristam ordered the carriage, and did as he started up, and a strange expression came over
was asked.
her face.
He found Miss Edens without much trouble.
That moment made a s.tartling 1·evelation to
whose
brunette,
sprightly
small,
a
was
She
her, for then she 'first knew that she loved Arthur
beauty lay chiefly in her hair and eyes.
Tristam.
"A.re you fond of horse-riding, Mr. Tristam?"
She tottered on to the bridge, and leaned
home.
Miss Edens asked, as they were driving
against its sides for support.
Tristam said he was.
As she thought of Tristam's words, they seemed
"Then I shall claim you as my guide in roaming so -cold, so heartless, that her bursting heart
.
over these hills, for I think there is nothing bet- found vent in the old cry:
ter, if one has a good horse."
"I am a poor Indian, and a poor Indian I must
After breakfast on the following morning, Miss remain all my life."
Edens proposed a ride to Glen Falls.
Then, with a heartrending cry, she leaped into
They accordingly set out.
the foaming flood below.
Zillah came to the hous~ at the usual time, and
For a moment the water dashed her body wildinquired for Tristam.
ly about and then all was quiet.
"He'i,, out!" said the servant, in a gruff tone.
By an& by the pal~ moon rose, and bathed with
"Will he be back in a few minutes to give me its silvery light the face of the dead.
vague
a
for
my lesson?" she tremblingly asked,
But there was no dissatisfied expression now.
suspicion had taken possession of her mindi ·that
All feelings of dissatisfaction, jealousy and
·r
.
he was tired of teaching her.
hate had fled, and the closed eyelids, with their
"Do you suppose he would come · back for the jetty fringes, and the peaceful parting of the
like of you? I think he's for the giving of them lips, and the smooth, pale brow-all spoke reup entirely!"
pose.
Zillah turned away with despair in l1er heart.
·
How could she go back to the old life?
Send us a one-cent stamp to· cover postage, and
Her whole life had been illumined by coming
to Tristam, and now to have this source of com- we will mail you a copy of "Moving Picture
fort cut off, and with it all the hopes she had Stories."
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L I FE WITH A ·GIANT
DEVILFISH
Battling for his life fifty feet beneath the sur NEW YORK, MAY 19, 1922
face of Puget Sound, Walter McCray, a diver
known in marine circles from Alaska t o CaliTERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
fornia, came out victorious over a giant devilfish.
'7 Cent.
The monster wound its tentacles so tightly about
H n gle Postage ..•... . ..••••• •Po1ta1re Free
••
90 Cent•
Une Oopy Three l\lonths.. • . . .
McCray that the diver was unable t o reach the
,1,75
0"De Copy Six Mo nths ..• • , , , ,
knife he carries for protection. When one ten8.GO
One Copy One Year ......... .
tacle threatened to cut off the air supply, McCanada, $4.00; Foreign, $4.50.
Cary, through the submarine telephone, called for
HOW TO SEND l\lONEY,;_At our risk send P. o.
Money Order, Check or Registered Letter; remittances a short steel wrecking bar. With this weapon
In any other way are at your risk. We accept Postage
Stnmps the same ns cash. When sending silver wrap the he was able to pierce the body of the devilfish,
( 'oln in a separate piece of paper to avoid cutting the · and at last, with man and monster still struggling
envelope. Write your name and address plainly. Ad· desperately, McCray was drawn to the surface by
dress letters to
his assistant and other men called to help.
HARRY E. WOLFF,
ff;arry E. WolJJ, Pres.
While Richard Burnett, a deck watchman, stood
Publii;;her, Inc.,
( l, W. Hastings, Treas.
by with drawn pistol, unable to shoot because the
}
0barles E. Nylander, Sec.
166 W. 23d St., N. Y,
diver'and the devilfish were so completely tangled,
others attacked with what weapons there were at
hand, and finally the devilfish released its hold
and disappeared beneath the water.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES

l:IGGEST STEAMER NEARLY COMPLETED
The world's biggest steamship, the Majestic-,
msplacement of 56,000 tons, will make her first
1rip to America next summer. This quadrup!e
Hcrew ship is being completed by Blohm & Yoss m
Hamburg. Originally it was called the Bismarck
and was well on with its construction for the
Hamburg-Ameri can Line in 1914. The end of
this month will see her nearly completed.
The Majestic was surrendered to the Allies under the treaty and was acquired by the White
-'
Star Line.
PUPILS SAVE
More than $52,000 has been saved by children
in the local publi~ school system of banking according to a report maae the School Board by
Jane Tilley, Superintendent of Schools, Terre
Haute. Ind,
Mr. Tilley said that most of this money would
not have been saved had it not been for the school
banks, as most of this amount was deposited -in
small amount~, ranging from 1 cent to a quarter.
The children in the various rooms have a certai:!l day each week on which . they make their •
deposit, The moI1_!!Y deposited is later taken to
the various trust companies in the city and deposited for the children.
COULD NOT MAIL GIRL
thr ifty Hollander's attempt to send his
daughter from Los Angeles to Holland by parcel
post failed when the Los Angeles Post Office
authorities informed him the reg;u-lations would
not permit them to accept the !girl for transmission through the mails.
A. Van Hagelund, a ·rancher, was the man-who
visited the Post Office. on the novel mission, and
,Frieda Gretchen Van Hagelund, eight years old
and weighing 6 pounds, was the "parcel" he
hoped to sent to Holland.
Van Hagelund told A. B. Foster, the Assistant
Postmaster, that he was too busy to return to
Holland himself and that he had no relatives wha
could go with the child. Nevertheless, he wanted
t o !;C1J5l. :ner to her grandparents in Amstetdam.
A

LAUGHS
The Boy-Say, mister, they got some nice red
and white candy over to the drug store. The
Man-Well, what of that? The Boy-Nothin'.
Only you don't look like some stingy guys what
I know. ·
, "Ah," says the Christmas guest, "how I wish
I could sit down to a Christmas dinner with one
of those turkeys we raised on the farm when I
was a boy as the central figure!" "Well" says
the host, "you nevex can tell. This may 'be one
of them."
A boy went into. a shop to buy a cent's worth·
of nuts. The man at the counter, a cheery o·oodnatured soul, said to him : "You can hav~ them
mixed if you like." "All right," said the boy.
"You may put one or two cocoanuts in, if you
ple_a se."
There is a young lady who is six feet four
inches tall, and she is engaged to be married. The
man who won her did it in these words : "Thy
beauty sets my soul aglow-I'd wed thee right or
wrong; man wants but little here below, but
·
wants that little long."
Two boys fighting for possession of a dog,
agreed to stop and let the one who could tell the
biggest fib take the · animal. "Shocking," said
the old gentleman, who had been watching the
scrap. "Don't you know it's ver y wrong to tell
lies? I n,ever told one in all my life." "Well,
you'se kin have der pup."
After a long drought, there fell a torrent of
rain; and a country gentleman observed to Sir
John Hamilton: "This is a most delightful rain;
I hope it will bring up everything out of the
gi·ound." "By Jove, sir," said Sir John, "I hope
not; for I have sowed three wives in it, and I
should be very sorry to see them come up again."
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FROM ALL POINTS
WAS AFRAID OF BANKS
Distrust of banks caused by loss of money in a
bank failure yea1·s ago caused Frank Steelman
of Brush Prairie, Wash., to bury his surplus cash
in a tin can beside a certain fence post. He became ill 1·eeently and directed members of his
family to the spot, where they unearthed $4,500
in gpld coin, which Steelman distributed among
his child1·en. He has ¥irtually recovered since
the money worry is off his mind.

the United States, ,;;ome estimates placing its lowest point at 3g7 feet below sea level. Greenland
rnnch is 178 feet below sea level. White people
ftnd the midsummer heat intolerable, and even the
Indians go up to the Panamint Range during July
and August.
'
The normal almual precipitation h1 Death Valley is less than 2 inches. Successful agriculture
cannot be maintained on less than fifteen or twenty inches of annual precipitation without the aid
of irrigation. A group of springs serve as the
source of irrigation water supply for Greenland
ranch. The water has a temperature of about
100 degrees Fahrenheit and is only sufficient to
irrig·ate seventy acres. Four crops of {l,lfalfa are
gathered each year. The principal product of
the ranch is dressed meat, but experiments are
being made in raising poultry and in growing
vegetables, dates, citrus and deciduous fruits.

•FUR FARMING IN ALASKA
Along the Southern Coast of Alaska are hunch-eds of islands of great variety in size and topograph,y, many of which are ideal for fox fal'mi11g. Some are already in use for that purpose
by men who are pioneering in the fur industry.
Ten of these islands are under control of the Biological Survey of the United States Department
of Agriculture, and many that are w)thin national
GREAT STRENGTH IN TINY BODIES
forests are administered by the Forest Service.
Probably the most wonderful feature of a mosPerso"ns who are raising foxes on these controlled
islands receive permits from the Eiological Sur- quito is its muscularity. This may seem a ludicvey or . from the Forest Service, but on the many 1·ous statement, but a great _s urprise awaits any
other islands men who go into the business are one who for the next time examines one of these
merely squatters. The safety of their propeTty insects. under a glass. Size. for size, a mosquito's
depends solely on th.eir watchfulness and the wing muscles are equal to an eagle's. Even on
a calm day a mosquito can fly 40 tO' 50 miles
stTength of their arms.
According to ,the Biological Survey there is without a halt, and with a helping wind three
great opp.ortunity in these wild and wooded is- times this distance. The ordinary housefly, too,
lands to establish fur farming extensively. The has astoni shing wing· strength. Tests have shown
bureau receives many requests fro111 persons in- that when it desires really to hul'l'y it can "dash"
terested in the industry, some of whom /ll'e now 160 feet in a second-'-110 miles an hou1>}'straight
squatters, but only a few have the 'hardihood to away.
Imagine a man who could lift 73,800 _pounds!
go ahead on a large scale.
Blue foxes can be turned loose on some of the He would have all known "strong men" · of past
islands and will thrive with little attention so and present beaten so far that comparisons would
long as sufficient food is available. Black and be ridiculous. But that is what our average man
siiver-gTay foxes must be kept confined. All could lift were he as strong in proportion to his
these varieties may be raised successfully on size as a crab; a weight of 490 times its own is
many of the islands, but it is believed that the "just a good average lift for a crab! The muscles
blue fox will become the most important source of a large oyster, too, will support a weight of
of fur in the region.
37 pounds.
A Belgian scientist found that a bee, weight
CHARMS OF DEATH VALLEY
for weight, was 30 times as strong as a hoTSe.
Ten years of records obtained at the United It has been found that an ordinary l10usefly can
States Weather Bureau substation at G1·eenland lift a matchstick, and that in doing so it exerts
ranch in Death Valley, Cal., indicate that this as much power in proportion to its size as a man
is the hottest region in the United States and uses when he holds aloft on l1is feet a beam 14
feet long by 30 inches square. Even a very small
probably on earth.
The average of extreme maximum temperature bug can drag six matches-the equivalent to a
reported to the United States Department of Ag- man's pulling 330 beams as large as himself.
riculture since 1911 has been 125 degrees FahSpiders sometimes exhibit wonderful strength,
1·enheit. At Greenland ranch temperntures of 100 especially in conflict. There is a spider in ;raya
degrees Fahrenheit or higher occur almost -daily that is the dread of all other insects, and it makes
during- June, July and August. The hottest a web that can hardly be cut with a knife.· With
month on record is July, 1917, when the mean spiders size is 11ot always _a measure of strength,
temperature was 107.2 degrees Fahrenheit. But but this fellow has both bulk and power.
the temperature of 134 degrees Fahrenheit obOne writer states that an ordinary ant can
served on July 10, 1913, is believed by meteoro- carry ten times its own weight. Personally I
logists to be the highest natural air temperature have seen them do far more than this.-L. E. Euever recorded with· a standard tested thern10mete1· banks, in Oiw Dumb Animals.
exposed in the shade under approved conditions.
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
Death Valley is from two to eight miles wide
and about 100 miles long, lying between high we will mail you a copy of "Moving Pictu:te
Stnr-i11,i...''
mountain ramrns. It is the deeuest <len-ression in
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GOOD READING
A CI-IAPEL ON WHEELS
A number of district conferences of Northwest
Methodist Episcopal Churches advocate a ch:ipelon-wheels campaign this summer to cover a vast
area of territory where the population is scattered. There are "hundreds of hamlets, agricultural communities and isolated places where the
Gospel is not now heard.
The mounted chlll)els are to be constructed on
trucks equipped with living quarters for the parson, a platform in the rear fro,m which services
may be conducted . In the equipment will be included a graphophone with Gospel recoTds, portable organ, books of songs and Bibles for collective reading.
The 'first of these wheeled churches will leave
Seattle, Wash., early in May for the lumber
camps above Snoquaimie. The pastor in charge
of the first chapel will be a student from the College of Puget Sound Theological School.
WEALTHY SPINSTER FOUND IN SQUALOR
Acting at the request of Mrs. Alice Clarke of
Brooklyn, a niece, i-epresentives of the Woman's
Bureau went to the home of Miss Theresa C.
Ryan, seventy-one, to take her to St. Elizabeth's
Hospital for observation. Miss Ryan was found
seated in a bathtub that was full of old newspape:rs and wearing apparel, which likewise covered the floor of every room in the house.
Miss Ryan has been living at 1221 I street,
Washington, D. C., for many years. Since the
death of her sister about 12 years ago she has
lived all alone, never leaving the house and communicating with no one except mail carriers and
children summoned from the street to purchase
food. An investigation disclosed there was no
flow of gas in the house or any evidence gf a '.fire
in stoves ·or heating plant for many years.
Miss Ryan objected strenuously to leaving the
house. She insisted that she was in good health
and able to support herself, though she is almost
too feeble to walk. The sight of one eye is completely gone and she can see only dimly out of
the other.
The aged woman is said to possess considerable
real estate and valuable securities.
MONUMENT UNVEILED TO REAR
ADM1RAL PEARY, U. S. N.
A memorial t.o the late Rear Admiral Robert
E. Peary, U. S. N., the discoverer of the North
Pole, on April 6, 1909, was unveiled in Arlington
National Cemetery, Va., April 6, 1922. The monument, which was erected by the National Geographical Society from a design made by Admiral
Peary before his death, was unveiled by his
daughter,' Mrs. Edward Stafford.
Among those present at the unveiling were
President and Mrs. Harding, officers of the Ar;ny
and Navy, foreign ambassadors, members of
Congress a"ld ·,,ell known scienti sts. Capt. Robe,-t A. l:sanh,tt. who W 8$ wifl1 Admiral Pear v in

the Arctic, and Vill1ypalmar Stefansson, the Arctic ·e xplorer, were among those present.
The memorial consists of a huge oblate spheroid
of granite. On the surface are hewn the outlines
of the land and water masses of the earth's surface. On one side of the supporting g•ranite block,
upon which rests the earth-shaped mass, is the
Latin motto, "Inveniam viam aut faciam" (I will
find a way or make one), which was a favo1·ite
quotation of the explorer.
Peary's success was the logical outcome of his
years of preparation. He made the most of the
experience of each voyage. He established the
most practicable route to the Pole, invented his
own sledge to meet the local conditions, and reduced, detail by detail, the whole problem of Arctic exploration to a science.
COLUMBIA'S CLAIM DISPUTED
Announcement was made recently that the total
enrollment of Columbia University was 32,420, an
increase from about 31,000 last year. The uni. versity':;; Department of Public Information,
which gave out the figures, said Columbia was believed to "be the largest university in the world.
This was disputed the other night in a dispatch
from Berkeley, Cal., the Univernity of California
claiming 43,266.
The number of unde.rgraduates at Columbia
Universary is now 2,846, including 2,024 at Columbia College, 732 at Barnard and 90 at university undergraduates, a new status. In the
graduate and professional schools are 8,193 students, including, among others, 622 studying law,
347 medicine, 161 engineering and chemistry, 65
architecture, 142 journalism, 318 business and 13
dentistry. Teachers College has 2,222 students in
the School of Education and 1,675 in the School of
Practical Arts. There are 583 students of pharmacy and 281 unclassified.
University Extension has 19,953 students and
the Summer session 11,809. There are 1,931 extramural students, 135 in Long Island College
Hospital, 232 in the home study division and 900
in special courses. The new psychological tests
for candidates for admission are said to be successful. The claim of Columbia University officials that the 32,420 registration of that instii;ution is the largest in the world was contested
in a statement from t11e office of the President
of the University of California, which puts the
California figure at 43,266.
"We are counting no departments that are not
included in the -Colnmbia figures," the statement
said. "We are excluding the university farm at
Davis and the Summer session, both of which
are departments of the university. Our extension enrollment is 22,744, !!.nd the regular academic enrollment is 20,522. That makes 43,266, or
10,846 more than the Columbia figures."
Send us a one-cent stamp to cover postage, and
we v, ill mail }OU a copy of "l\lystery Magazine."

CUTTING ICE
WITH VIOLIN
MUSIC
How many people know that music causes ice,
and even steel, to
become so britt le
that it " snaps"
easily?
1n Siberia boys
and girls often
put this lrnowledge to good use.
During the winter, most of the
rivers
f r eeze
down to the mud
on the bottom.
Even the wells
become so frozen
that they have to
be heated before
any water may be
drawn.
This proves so
long and costly
that the only alternative is to cut
blocks of ice and
store them in
some ·odd corner
of the home until
wanted.
In a solid mass
ice is not easy to
break, as you
know. If struck
with
heavy
weights, it only
splinters instead
of breaking in
lumps.
To avoid this
Siberian
people
drill holes in the
ice, according to
how they wish to
break it. A boy
or girl then commences "fiddling"
away on a violin.
The effect is
curious. As the
violin is played,
the
vibrations
travel do-..vn the
holes in the ice,
penetrating right
into the depths,
and cause the ice
to become .brittle.
The blocks can
then be chipped
out . with a hammer quite easily.

GOITRE Pa~:iben
I have an boneet, proven remedy for
gol tre (big nee><), It obecke the
growth Rt. once, reduces the enlarge.
ment, stops pain and distress and rellevee !n allttla while. Pay when welL
Tellyourfc!endsaboutthl1. Write
meatonco. DR.. ROCK.
Dant. U6, i!IGll '81, MllwaullH, Wis.

Make sure your home or bulldlogs
aren't next to be robbed. Thousand•
of doll&rs and precious •aluablcs loot
yea.rly because most locks are worth-

less aud offer no protecUon.
•.rest
your l(){'ks with this wonderful set ot
hf.aster Kcys-5 keys Jn all , and t:'Ach

D!JJ!.~PJR.~·:.t.~£!~?!~~~

...., lb•Jd Al--.. B• B.w to m-k• Mm Pl"OpOH ~ t e .

to~t..Ja&R!chlM!bo'-, ••B.-1• W1a Wl•f..,.•ofllll•
.-,,kAH,111uMUbet,f•lto..._..10C P08TNIO

WARD PUil. CO., Tllton, N. H.

Ttf ES£
DO IT f

one cli:trerent.
Have proved their
power to open thousands of different
tocks and showeJ hundreds that their
home, and property roally weren't .,,-o ..
tected.
Endorsed and used t,y real
estate men, bankers, firemen, detectives
11olh•·~men, hO'lfl o•.mers, etc.
Novel
kry chain FBEE. Sei:d only $1 today.
1:5 Manhaftan Block
~
•t MILWAUKEE, WIS.

MASTER KEY Co
IHDICATOAS 8'PIGVRES

· . RADIUM TREATED

Send only

48 cts.

to aecure
this •erviceable, Suaren•
teed watch; and pay 12.60
when It comea to yoa by
mail, poatpaid. Or, •end
S?.9& money--order.
Thin model, black dlal,
radiumizcd; atem winder,
atem s11tt, lever escapement, French bow, full
Basaine pattern,all movements handaomely damaakeenedJ triple tested, re(:ll1Rted. Satisfaction
guarant~ed, or yo,,r money back.
Address :
IN STAM.PS,

CALHOUN WATCH COMPANY
66

Nassau Street,

A-11

New York, N. Y.

If Ruptured
Try This Free
j

Apply It to Any Rupture. Old or
Recent, Large or Small, and you
Are on the Road That Has
Convinced Thou:-.ands.

Sent Free To Prove This
An:vonP ruptured, man, woman or chlld.
shonld write at onee to W. S. Rice, 444A
Main St., Adams. N. Y., tor ._ free trial of
his wondPrfnl Rtlmnlntln,: appll,•1ttlon. Ju~t
put It on the rupturp and the mnsclPs begin
to tl,:hten: thrv hPe:ln to hlnrt togethrr ..,
that the opPnlni: rloses naturally anrt the
nePd of n •upport or tru•• or applinnce ts
then done awar with. Don't n1>1?le"t to ftPnd
for tbl• free tt111.l. Even If yonr rnptnre
doesn't hother vou. what Is thP u~P or wPnrln1t supports llll your llfe? Why snfl'rr this
nulsant'e? Wby run the rl~k of 1rnnrrreua
an,! such danger~ 'rom II smitll and l11noePnt
littlP rupture, the klnrt thot ha. thrown
thou•1mdR on th,. or,eratln1r tn.hl~? A lin~t
of men 11.nd women nre '1Rll:, rnnnln,ir •neh
risk just hf'CRURe thf'lr rnptnrrs do not hurt
nor prevPnt them from 1tettlni,: nronnd . Write
at once tor this free trial, as It Is c~rtalnly
t1 wondnful thln1t and ht18 11!d('d In thr rnre
of ruptureR that WPre as hl,r a~ 11 mftn's
two llsta. Tr;, and write at once, uslnl\' the
coupon bf'lOW.

CUR"ER. ,.

Fits the hand, cannot be seen,
it you can throw Big Wide
1with
curves. Boys, get this Base Ball
curver and you can Fan 'Em u
fast as they come to Bat. By mail
.
10c, 3 for 211c with catalog of novc1Uea.

llNJVf.KSAL DJSTilBUTORs. D,at. 803 Slalaf,rd C...

Free for 1tuphtte.
W. 8. l'llce. In•.,
4«A Main St., Adams, N. Y.

You m11y '""'' mo entire!:, free a
Sample Treatment of your 1tlmulattnr
11pptlcatlon for lluptare.
Na.me ••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Addr- .................... . ............ .
lltato .................................... .

LITT EAD S
Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 EasJ 28th Strel!t, New York Cst1,
or 8 South Wabash Ave1111e, Chicago, for particulars abotlt advertising in tltis magazine.

PERSONAL-Continued

AGENTS

BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES-Every O"iP,er- bu,·s SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOl{S OF MOSES. Egyptian
seorets. Dlacl{ art, oth1:r rfll'e books. Catalog fr('e.
Gold Initials for his auto. You clla.rge $.1.o0; mal1e
$1 35. TC.l.l orders daily easy. Write for particulers Star 1~ook Co., fiR.22. lt~ F<deral 131., ('am.den, N'. J.
end free s.t1ni,Jcs. .American Monogram Co Dept. lil, MAB RY:
'l'llousauus congeuial peoPlt!., wqrth fi-Clm
East Orange, N. J.
$J,,900 to $W,OOO seeking early nrnr1·!uge, descriptioni:i,
WIDE-AWAl<E MEN to take charge of 011r locnl trade; nlrntos. int11QdurUons tree. s~·1llell.. Either sex. Send
$6 to $8 a. tluy; stcaUy: 110 ex])erien~ r1;1quii:ti'U; pay no mone1·. Arld1·ess StanUanl Cor. f'lllb, Ora.l\Slake, 111.
starts at oneo. Vi'"rit9 t0dny. A.JnerJcau Products Co ..
MARllY-MARRlAGE DIRECTORY WiU1 photcs and
5914 AmE:tican Ille.lg.. Ch,<"~nnati. Ohio.
deseriptions free. Pay when man·ied. Tbo Exchange,
[43. Knnsas {'lt_y. :lfo.
DeJJt.
WANTED
HELP
BE A DETECTIVE-Earn big money. Tra,el. Fns- IF YOU WANT A WEA'LTHY, LOVING WIFE, )Vrite
cinnting WOl'lt". Learn by our hotne study metho<l.
Violet RaJS, 'll"t>Hnhon Oliio. Bnclo3e ~umved envelope.
Yfri te American School or Crimin·
P&rllcu1nrs free.
MARRY !f LONESOME. Gentlemen's Membership 2
ology, Del)t. M, DetroH, ~1.ich.
month!, ;1.00; one year, $5.00; Ladies' Uembershlp
ALL men, wom~n. orer 17, wilUng to accept Govern• until :l1arrtt-'tl, $LOO.
l'OJ>Y of !!embers' l'\ames,
roent r,osltiou, $135. Traveling or stationary. Wrlle Addrcsse.s, 35r. Rwct1thearts Club, Barne.s ('ltY, Iowa.
l'fr. Ozment. 119. St. Louis. Mo.
list free,
BE A RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOR! $110 to $250 MARRY RICH, hundre.ds anxious. deseriptive
M1thfaction guaranteed. Select Club; Dopt. A, Rapid
ruonthLv. el:J)elHiCS l)P..iLl after 3 months' spare-time
•tuds. :;'plend,ld opporruniUes. Position guarantf•ed or City. So. Dak.
\\'rite for Free :Booklet CM-101.
money n•fundecl.
BEST. LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB in Count?;.
Stancl. Busiuc!5s Training Inst .. Iluf?ato, N. Y.
EstaUHal!ed 17 Years. Thousands - \"'reaJthy wlshlng
MEN WANTED to make secret investigations and Early ~Iatrlage. Confidential, Fr&e. The Old ReUable
\VrHe J. Ganor, C'lub. Mrs. Wrubel, :Box 26, Oaklaud, Calli.
ExJ.)-"dance unnecessary.
rer,orts.
Former Gov't Detocti'it'. 132, St. Louie;.
tF YOU WA NT to make friend~. write Betty Lei"',
B.E A DETECTIVE. 0 pponullitY for men and women
28 East Bay Street, J·n.dtsonville, Florida. Please
for: secrrt invcR-tig.atlon ill your district. ,vrlte C. 'l'. f'nelose stamp,
Lu<iwlg. 5:!l ,. vcstnvcr DJ<l:.: .. Kansas ("tty, Mo.
MARRY-Free photographs, clirertory anrl cl Pscriotions
LADIES WANTED. am! MEN, too, to address en,...elof wealthv members. Pay wh('U ma.rrietl. New Plan
ooes and mnll advertising matter at home for ]argo C'o., Dept. ·aa, Kansas City, Mo.
mall order firms, spare or whole timP. Can make -FRENCHlilld-E11glisbglrls, wish lo c:orresJ)Ond with
required.
exverlence
capital
or
HO to $35 wkly. Xo
Americans. ,vr1te for details. International Club,
nook exr,lalns everything: send 10 cts. to cm·er posta~e. Box
(Stamp ple1u;;e1.
322, Augusta., M'alne.
etc. Ward :Pub. C'o .. TIiton. N'. IT.

.

ore,,

•

demsnd lo:·
DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY.
men and women. Fascimulng work. Partif"11lar,i;. frf>t'.
Writa. Amerlcn.n Delecrh:e, System. 1968 R'wa.3,•, N. Y.
GOVERNM!cNT needs Railway Mall Clerks. $133 to $1P2
z:r.011th. JJfelo11g JJoi;.Hion <men. ,vrite fot f.t-e~ sf)Cd~
men Q\1f"4ions. f'o}nnibus Jnstlfut". K-5.· .f'ol:u:1hu~. 0 .

.

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED

STORIES, POEMS, PLAYS. etc.. are wanted for vuhliration. F.\1bmlt· MSS. or write Literary Bureau. 515
Oamtibal. Mo.

PATENTS

PATENTS, TradC"mark, CoDJ·wrtght-foremost word free.

Long experience as patent sollcltor, Prompt advice.
t'l1arges very reasonable. Con-E'sr,ondcnce so1ic1ted. Regults procured. Molzger, \\":1shington, D. c.

PERSONAL
WOULD

YOU

write a wealU1y,

l)retty girl?

LUJ;IUI Rp.roul. •Sta. R. C'le-rela.ncl. Ohlo.

(stamp)

RANCHER , worth $ll2,000, wants wife. Ladies. write,
(L-B) f'lulJ. :B-300. Cimarron. Rausns.
GET_ MARRIED-R~t matrimonial paper published.

FOR SALE

LAND OPPORTUNITY! :-;"ear hustling cl" lu Michl-

::!O. 40. 80-acre tracts, f,1.5 tn $35 por e.eri>-.
Te17ns to IDt>PT your rlrC'urnstanN"s. ln\'f_"Stiga.te. \Yrite
iorlay for 1'..,,RE,'E bookl~t gi.rl!Ji: fuJl informatt.on.
RIYIG.til'l' LA .ill co., M-1268. First NRLio11al :Sank
l!'.R.11.

Blc\g .. f'hicago.

SCIENTIFIC

YOUR LIFE STORY In the stars. $end birth date and
djme for trial rending. Sherman, Rapid City, S. Dak.
£-:encl
ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY.

Eddy, Westport

birthdate ind d.lme for trial reading.
St., 33-72, KanBRS Cl.ty. Mo.

SONGWRITERS
FREE BOOKLET-''~ong Writing Fnrls." Soug r,oems
waurrd. Free examlnn.tlon. We write mn~lc, facHitate
publ!oation. S't"CCESS~'UL SOXG l"ERYTCE, 210 West
46th Rtreet. NPW York. DepartmPnt i'l.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We wlll <-Ompose music, secure cor1yright. &nd nrint. Rubmit
poems on any subject. SETON MUSIC COMPANY,
920 S. Michigan Ave.. Room 122. Chicago.

lfalled FREE. Address American Distributor, Suite
STAMMERING
62.8. n1airsvill~. Pa.
Send stamped ST·STU•T·T-TERING and .stammfrlng curflcl at home,
GET ACQUAINTED and marry well.
Walfer McDonnell, 15
lnst:tl,lctivA booklet free.
envelope. Chicago Friendship Club, 2928 Broa.d,vay,
Potomac :Bank Bldg., Washing-ton, D. ('_
Chicago, m.
1,!ARRY! :Big d;irectory with clescr11>tions and l)hotos,
HABIT
TOBACCO
mailed In plain wrapper for ten cents. Boneflde Co., TOBACCO or Snutr Habit cured or no pay. $1 if
De.r,t. 41. Kansas Clty, Mo.
S'uverba Co. PC',
cured. R.I\Dledy sent on trial.
:Blg issue with Tialtimore. Md.
20th year.
MARRIAGE PAPER.
descriptions, photos, names and ad<lressE"s, 25 cents. TOBACCO l<ILLS MANLY VIGOR-Quit easily. CigarNo 01her fee. Sent sealed. l3ox 2265R, Hoston. '.Maa9.
et.tes, chewing, smokin.t:. snul'f. conquered or no c'ha-rge.
S'tops craving: l1A.1wle-ss.
MAP.RY-Directory . free. Larliei; and Gentlemen write Arua.11 sum, if satisfactory.
!or booklet. Strictly contidenllal. National Agency, Ful! treatment on trlaJ. Perklns Co., 51-A, Hastings,
Neb.
Dent. A.. Kansas City. Mo.

CARTRiDGE PISTOL '
BLANK
Protution. aoainat Bv.r11lan, Trampe, & Doa• PRICES

50c.

'$1!!!

.so¢ Loo1-..
11\ ~-=='ui~-:.
. -. -. . ·~~f~T!:
est tbm11

yet.Nine

if
{i

!

~~e~r:,::
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~
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cutious and" interesting.

Lot1

It is a double t\rlt~:::~~ i~rw:!~:tJ~ uJ:ie.;
l!i.
a
wonders of nature. lt is also an Opera
Gl.as9,

Stereoscope. a Burninar Lens, a Readinll Glass, o. Telescope, a
Compnss,. a Pocket Minor, and a Luryng-ascope-tor eiamin•
in.a eye, ear. nose and throat. It is worth all the cost to locate
eve11one vainful cinder in the eye. Folds rtat and fits the pock•
et. Some:thin& great-you need one. Don•t miss it. Sent bY

man. with BOO J)&fle Novelty ft-,+-->tr>a', ONLY SOC: or 3 for $1.25

JOliNSOff SMITI.

co., ,.,,, 803 mt N. 11,1,red SI,,

,111CAGO

ARCTIC WHITE
OWLS MOVING
TO THE SOUTH
For the fil'st
time in twentyfive years the Pu.s-et Sound territory is infested
big
the
with
snowy owls of the
A1·ctic.
This pi-ct u-r
esque bird of the
far nor:th, probably driven from
home by exceptionally s e v e r e
w e a t h e r , may
presage a continued cold,
stormy w i n t e r
and spring over
the entire United
States .
The Arctic owl
lives on rabbits,
mice, other small
mammals or ptprmigan, which in
very severe
condiweather
tions hibernate in
warm dens or
move southward.
It is believed the
white owls have
south
migrated
into the United
States in search
of food.
The ferocity of
this owl is well
known. A hunter
on the Nisqually
Flats shot a mallard that fell
lipon land and,
going to retrieve
his prize, found
the wounded bird
attacked by an
Arctic owl, six
feet across the
spread of wings.
Instead of flying
at the approach
of man, the owl
clapped its big
beak vigorously
and spread its
wings in defiance.
As the hunter advanced the ow I
dashed at him
and for several
minutes· th e r e
was a te1·rific
The o-wl
fight.
had to be shot,

"The Best Hunch I Ever Had!"
I t happened just three years ago. I w~ manager of our Western office at '$5,000 a tear.
out that coupon three .years ago was the
feeling pretty blue. Pay day had come around Tearing
best hunch I ever had."
there.
wasn't
for
hoped
again and the raise I'd
It began to look as though I was to spend my
For thirty years, the International Correspondence
Schools have been helping men to win promotion,
life checking orders at a small salary.
to earn more money, to have happy, prosperous
"I picked up a magazine to read. It fell homes, to get ahead in business and in life.
open at a familiar advertisement, and a coupon,
You, too, can have the position you want in the
stared me in the face. Month after month for work you like best. Yes, you can! - All we ask is
years I'd been seeing that coupon, but never the chance to prove it.
Without cost, without obligation, just mark and
until that moment had I thought of it as
meaning anything to me. But this time I mail this coupon. Do it right now!
------TEAROUTHERE - - - - - - read the advertisement twice-yes, every word! 'INTERNATIONAL
COB.Rl!SPONDENCE SCHOOLS
SCRANTON, PA.
BOX 4492
"Two million men, it said, had made that
cost or obligation p!e&se explain ho1v I can quallt, tor
coupon the first stepping stone toward success. theWithout
i,osition, or in the subject before which I have marked an X
the list below:
In every line of business, men were getting l n ELECTRICAL
BUSINESS MANAGEM'T
ENGINEER
SALESMAHSHIP
Electric Lighting & Ra!lwan
splendid salaries because they had torn out that
ADVERTISING
Elactrlc Wlrlna:
Show Card & Sign Pta;,
Engineer
Telea:raph
coupqn. Mechanics had become foremen and
Railroad Posltlona
Telephone Work
ILLUSTRATING
ENGINDB
MECHANICAL
superintendents-carpenters had become archiCartooning
Mechanical Draftsman
Private Secretary
Machi ne Shop PracHoe
tects and contractors-clerks like me had beBusiness Corresoondent
Toolmaker
BOOKKEEPER
Ooer.t1n1
Engine
Gas
come sales, advertising and business managers
. Stenographer & TYDlst
CIVIL ENGINEER
Certified Public Accountant
Surveyin& and Maoolnt
because they had used that coupon.
TRAFFIC MANAGER
MINE FOREMAN or ENG'll
Ra.ilway Aecount:m,
JlTATIONARY ENGINED
Commercial Law
""!brine Engineer
"Suppose that I . • ? What if by studying
GOOD ENGLISH
.ARCIDTECT
Common School Subject•
Contractor and Builder
at home nights I really could learn "to do someCIVIL SERVICE
Archltectural Drattamaa
Railway Mall Clerk
Concrete Builder
thing besides check orders? I had a hunch to
Structural Engineer
AUTOMOBILES
Mathematics
PLUMBING & HEATINQ
find out-and then and there I tore out that
Navigation
Sheet Metal Worker
AGRICULTURE
Textile Oveneer or luol.
coupon, marked it, and mailed it.
CHEMIST
Poultry RalslnK 8 Soanilh
Teacher
BANKING
Pharmacr
"That was the turn in the road for me.
.
The Schools .at Scranton suggested just the Name ......... ·..... ,.u...4.~...,u,uru............................ _ ............................
7 1•21
Str.eet
course of training I needed and they worked and
No.. ....................................... , .......... ,.......................................... .
with me every hour I had to spare.
11

1

1....

"In six months I was in charge of my division.

In a year my salary had been doubled. And I've

l!ten advancing ever since, Today I was appointed

City ....................................................... ... State ................................... .

OccupatioD,,...... _, ......................................_.................................................. -

WILD

WEST
LATEST

WEEKLY

18S0ES -

-

!J82 YolllJ" Wild West Holdiug tbc Hill; or, 'l'he ]'ight
fol the ca,·e of Gold.
!l83 ·• cowuoy Aveugers ; or, Arietta and the 11J 11swu,;.

a}~ 0 ?.t1J~•et fall";

or, Batl'li_ug the Bantlit ~antl.
" Helping the Huuters · or, Ar,etta antl the Grtzil.v ·
" aiH.J the H:1lt-breet1' ']' railer; or, 'l'he WI.Jite
Ji'lowcr of the Utes.
" After the Outlaws; or, Arietta's Hard-earned
Victory.
" Prize Claim; or, 'l'he Gol<i of Good-by Gu Jell.
" Hoo 1ning a 'l'o" u; or, Ariettu. ::t.nd ti.Jc Lun t!
Sharks.
·
·· Sul'lug a Hanel!; or, The Fire Fiends of the
l.h1r-X Rang<>.
.
•• Sec ret Enemy· or, Arietta's ~Ilne F1gbt.
•• a-nd rile Pawnee Chief ; or. Routillg the Rene~ade Redskins.
Atter a Hau iluncb; or, Ariel 1a anu tlie Callie
Crooks. ·
Plucky Fight; or, The. Shot That Savfd a ,Life.
on tbe l:lortlcr; or, Anetta Betwet>n '.two I•1rt' M.
" '.!'railing a Treasur~; or, A :l!yslery of Old
:llexico.
.
,
H"
Stauding u Siege; or, H<>w Ar,,<'_tta ~ayed
!UL

1,84

,.

:,85
H81l

1187
\ll:l8

ti89

m.10
901
992

9!H
!t!i.,

:JH6
!,!)7

!,HS

,,

:1tHl t lll' 1"ii~11lillg l 1'iftPe11; or, lhe l ~c.ud of tbe
:-;un1g;e SioL1x.

or,

L:1s~11in;.,: the J.y ncl,ers;
Arletta's Qu i ck Shot.
1000 1• nnd "Arir.ona Al"; N", '.lbe Wonderful Luck ot
a Cowl,oy.
.
Corra ling th,., Road Agents; or, Arietta and the
lfJOJ.
Onth\w's Bride.
T<'acing His foes; or, The Shake-Up Al Shive r
1002
Split.
100a " Stopping a Stampede; or, Arietta and the Cow

!1tl!J

JOO-le

·•

rno;, "

100G

,.

1007

"

1008

"

100!)

1f~u=~t Trrul; 01·, The Gold Cache of tbe
Desert.
,
,
. fi
Rif!P Duel; or. Arietta s Cross- re.
and "Domino Dick''; or, '.l'be Broncho Buster's
Rad Ilreuk.'
'frapping the Horse Thieves ; or, Arletta's
Qukk \York ..
and the Choctaw Chi~!; or, The Hidden Valley and the Lost Tribe. ·
Foll()wed by 1"ie11ds; or, Arietta and the P lot-

1010

" a~eJ\he Cactus Queen; or, The Bundils of the
Sancl Hills.
In DN1lll Canyou; 01·, ,1rietta and the :IJarl
i\Ilner.
!012 " Crack Cavalry; or, Tbe Shot Tlrnt \Von the Day.
1013 " After nn Assassin; or, Arietta and the '.l'ougll,s.
Shot iu the Dnrk; or, \Vinuing His We,gnt
l0H
i11 Gold.
.
·I
::i.nll tl,e nn:<1 rp i\Icn; or, How Anelta Pair
JOH;
Ilt 1 r RaJlfium.
.
Al'izonn I:ounrl-lcp; or, Cutcbing tbe Cattle
1016
Crooks.
1017 " Promise· or Arietta and tbe Blne Mark.
As
~·\ ,~Pn'ge/; or, 'l'lH1 '\"j gHa.nts' )Iistu~e.
1018 "
After the Death Dealers; or, A Hot Fight in
101!!
tl1e Gulch.
.
1020 " D efy ing the Blackfeet; or. A1'H'lta a,al the M:,-steriot1s CanoP.
, .
. ,,
s
1021 " Going the Limit; or, The "811111-D,g at • how
Do,vn.
1011

"

For sale by a ll newsdealerM, or wlll be t,ent to .an:,

n,tltlress on receiJ)t of prjce, 7c per <'OPY, in money or
11ostage •tamps, by
HARRY E . WOLli'F, PnbUsber, Inc.,
166. West 23<1 Street,
New Yo.rk Ci1Y

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Price II C.te P er Copy

Thill boolt eon talna all tbe mos t recent choses Ill the

OUR TEN-CENT HAND ~OOKS
Use ful, In structive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost E very Subj ect
N u . 35. HOW '1"() J'LA\' OA,U ES. - .A com p lete ancl
useful Llllle bv<Jk, contai11iug tile rules aud regulations
uf bilJiardb, I.JagnLellc, l.mck-ga111mon, croquet, don,iuoes,

etc.
Nu. 36. llO W T O SOL \' £ COXCNDRU11CS.-Co1Jtain jug all tbe leading conunclruu,s or tbe dav, amusin g
rillllles, c u rio us catches and ,Yip y sa.l'iugs. ·
N o. 40. HOW TO ,\J AliJ<l Al'iD S.1,;'l' TJt .-l.PS.-Iudu d ing hint$ on ho w to caLc-b moles, WPll$el~, otter rats
squirrels and !Jirds. .Also how .to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.

i.o. 41,

T JfE

B OYS OF NE W Y OIC,K J.,;ND )lEN'S

,JOKE BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest
jokes used by the m ost famon~ encl men. No amateur
minstl'elR ls i,omplete without this woatlerflll liltll- l,ook.
1': o .

42.

'l'lH~

llO l'S

OJ<

NEW

Y 01? H.

S'l.'l.\lP

Sl'EAKE.K.-Containing a , •a ried assorlweut or stump
spe,•,·bPs, Negl'o, Dutch ancl Irish , Al~o Pnd meu's jokes.
Just !Ile tl.Jiug for 1.Jouw nwu·sement aur! amateur sbows.
No. 45.
'!'HE HO\'S 01'' .Nt:'W \'ORK )llXSTREL
GUUH:) .\:Su ,JOKE uoo 1c ~ something uew aud very
iustructil·e. B,·t>ry boy til!0u)d 0IJ(11iu I llis hook, "" it
co11tai11s full i11:;t1·uctiOJ1R for oq;auizing au ,tmatcur

minstrel troupt>.
No. ·:16.

JlOW TO ~IA liE .'1.1\"l> CSE 1<;L.J<JCTRICl'£\c.

-A uescrlprion or the "ou,lerful llHes of ekdrkit" and
electro magnet islll; t og<:'tl.J .. r wil h fnll justru,•t iou8 for
tnaldn;; Blectl'1C tJ'1>.v:s, Ba.tteJ."ies, e.tc. Hy Geotg-e 'l1rebel,
A. ,r., :IL D. C,rntttining over fift.r illuslrntiou~.
No. 48. llOW 'l'O BUILD AN)) SAJL C.\SOES. - A
handy Uook ftH' ho~'~, containiug full dll'P<.'tious f(Jr con ..
strueting <:H 1rnes an,! the most popuhu· m,urn~r of sail -

log tl.Jem. Yull.v must mtetl.
No. ~9 . HOU ' TO OEHATE.-GiYillg nil,•s fot· conducting c1 .. 1,,1tes, outlines for debaLes, q nesti•>n~ for dlscus~iou nntl U1e beRt sour('es for proeuring- iufo1•u1..1tion

on 11.te que~tions given.
·
No. 50. BOW '1'0 STUl'lA BIRDS ANl> .'\:N.riIALS.
-A nlluuble hook, giving lnstru<:tions in collPCtiJJi,:, preparing . mounfing and preserving blrds, nuimnb and
insects.
No. 51. liOW TO DO ·rRICKS WITH CARDS.- Con tnl!lillg- explunat.lon8 o[ till' general priuelples of1 sleigbtof-hnnd nppllcnble to cnl'd t1·1cks: of car<l tri<-ks with
01·diu1u·y cnrds, anr\ not re,Juiring sleigbt-of-hanrl; ot
tri<-ks involring slelµ:ht-nf-hana, or tbe use or ,;pe<'ially
prep,11:,,,1 eM<ls. Tllustr,u~d.
.No. 5~. lfO\V TO '\' RI'l'E LET'l'ER S.-A wonrJerfn l
little book. t~lllng- .rou how to write fo your ,,weetheart.
Y0lll' fatb!'r. rnul.bt>r, sister, l>roth!'r, elllplo:ror: au,l in
fn<·t, everytio<l;- unrl a11~· hotly you wish to write to.
No.

64.

now

TO

KEEP AND

MANAGE PETS.-

Giving completP informlltion ns to the m,mner and
method of r>1isini,-, keeping, tnmin,e;, hreecllng and man aging nll kinds of pe1s; also gil'ing- full Jnstructions ror
making <:age~, etc. Fully explainfld by twenty-vigb t
Illustrations.
So. 56. HOW 'l'O BECO:UE AN ENG.INEER. - <'ontainlng full instructions how· to become a locomotive
engineer; also rlirections for lmildlng a model loc·omoti,'e; together witb a full description of e,·erything an
,mi:tineor shoulil know.
:S-o. 58 . . HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.- By Olcl King
Brady, the w·ell-known detective. In whfrb ¼e 1aya down
some vatunblP rulPs !or beginners, ancl also rehltes ~um e
advenh1res or well -kuown detectives.
No. 60.-HOW TO JlllJCO::IIE A PHOTOGRAPHER.-

Containing useful information re!?ardlng the Camern and
bow to wort, it; nlso bow 10 make Photog·i-apl.Jic Magic
Lnnfern Slides 'noel other Transparencies. linndsomely
!lluRtrn tecl.
::S-o. 6-1. now TO llIA KE EL.ECTRICAJ, i\rACHINF,!;J,
-Conl:iining full cllrpctions for making electrical macblnes. induction coils, dynamos and many novel toys
to he " ·orkecl by eledrltity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
illnstrnted.
No. 65. ::1Il:LD00:S'S JOKES. - The most or'.!ginal
joke hook e,·er published, and it 1s brimful or wit and
humor. It coHtalns a large collPctlou ot song~. jokPs,
~onnn<lrums, etc .. or Te1-rPnce :lfuldoon, the great wit,
!111morist ancl pracllcnl Joker of tlle day.

method of conatructton and aubm!eslon of scen.a:r!os.
Bb:ty Lessons, covering nery phase of scenario w r1tlg. .For aale b :, a ll Newsdealer• and Booltwtor<'II.
If yon cannot procu l"I! a copy , aen d n e tbe price,
1G cents, In mon ey or p.ostase s tampH, and we w'lll
-11 7ou one, post age t ree. Add r eH

F or •ale by a ll newsdealers , or will be eent . to an:,nddress on rt('elpt of 1nice, lOr. pe.r copy, 1n
monP,y or stamps, by

L. IIE:NA.BBNS, 219 S ewentb. In., :Ne w To.--. llC. T .

166 West 23d Street,

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.

New York

